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And the owner saves at least $1,000,000. ship on course. Steer clear of navigational In this day of low-priced competition 

Westinghouse has developed a computer- hazards. Navigate so accurately it saves from ships under foreign flags, this de- 

controlled system for doing almost every- fuel. Keep an eye on all dials and gauges. velopment can add new strength to our 

thing on a cargo ship faster and better. Control valves in the engine room. Keep Merchant Marine. 

It can be made to load and unload cargo records of operations. Analyze emergency The Westinghouse computer-controlled 

faster. Control speed directly from the — situations and take corrective action. Even system significantly reduces the annual 

bridge with no help from below. Keep the — check on how the cargo is doing. cost of operating a ship. 

You can be sure if it’s Westinghouse 

For information on a career at Westinghouse, an equal opportunity employer, 
write L. H, Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Pittsburgh 21, Pa.
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Must a big company be impersonal? We think not. 

In fact, we go to great lengths to make respects and values you as an individual, purchase plans, sickness and accident 
certain that no one is ever "lost" at Dow. encourages independent thinking and benefits, life insurance, hospitalization 
From the day a man first joins us, we independent research. insurance, annual salary review, pension 
follow his career with interest, make  Yeg_ People are the important figures at Nd profit-sharing plan, and our educa- 
certain that his assignments give him — Dow. And, working together, they've tional assistance plans. 
every opportunity to develop and display compiled some impressive statistics. If you're looking for unlimited opportu- his talents, and encourage himto accept Research is continuous at 50 separate nity, look to Dow. For more information ever-increasing responsibilities. Dow laboratories. We manufacture at 30 about us, see your College Placement 
Because Dow is organized much like a__ locations in the U.S. Abroad, our manu- Director, or write the Technical Place- 
group of small companies rather than a facturing and marketing operations are ment Manager at any of our locations 
vast corporate complex, recognition located in 26 different countries. We listed below. The Dow Chemical Com- 
comes quickly. Our transfer policy serve more than 200 industries with some pany, Midland, Michigan. An Equal 
encourages lateral moves which aid the 700 items—ranging from chemicals and Opportunity Employer. 
development and growth of the indi- plastics to new consumer products. 
vidual as well as the Dow organization. Sales have increased eightfold since California—Pittsburg * Colorado—Rocky Flats 
Promotions are made from within. Your World War Il. Present plants are being. Illinois—Madison * Indiana—Pitman-Moore Divi- future with Dow is virtually limitless. expanded, new ones built. sion, Indianapolis * Louisiana—Plaquemine « 
Whether you're a chemist, engineer, And Dow offers not only a stimulating | Massachusetts—Framingham * Michigan—Mid- 
biologist, mathematician, physicist—or future, but a rewarding oneaswell.Many land * Ohio—Packaging Division, Cleveland + 
student of any of a hundred other educa- of our employee benefit plans are indus- Oklahoma—Dowell, Tulsa * Texas- Freeport « 
tional disciplines, you'll find that Dow _ try models, including our periodic stock  Virginia—Williamsburg. 
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Modern physies has identified 34 elementary Perhaps we are the company at which you can 

particles of matter—each with its twin anti-parti- best pursue your career. If you are trained in 

cle. The inevitable two opposing forces that keep chemical engineering, electrical engineering, me- 

the universe in balance. chanical engineering, chemistry or physics, we 

We think at the heart of most well-run modern hope you will stop in to see our representative 

companies there are also two opposing and equally when he visits your campus. Or write directly to 

important forces—freedom and discipline. us, briefly outlining your background. 

Freedom to innovate, to change, develop and Address your correspondence to: Mr. Edmond 

invent. Plus the discipline to stick to the facts, to —_J. Corry, Supervisor of College Relations, Celanese 

stick to the problem, to stay within the budget. Corporation of America, 522 Fifth Avenue, 

At Celanese we try to combine freedom and dis-_ New York 36, New York. Celanese® 

cipline to better serve our customers, our share- aN eauat OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

holders, and our employees. 

C_2elauesce 

CHEMICALS FIBERS POLYMERS PLASTICS 
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UNIVAC- 

you may want to give serious consideration to a career in large-scale computer-based military systems 

with UNIVAC in St. Paul 

* new $37 million AF contract for a fleet of 153 computers * major contracts with 

all three military services and with NASA and FAA * upwards of 100 positions 

open on 5 major programs including commercial real-time systems | 

Of special interest to new graduates is the TOTAL-SYSTEM teams include engineers and scientists at all levels of experi- 
APPROACH you find at UNIVAC. Since a UNIVAC computer- ence. THERE IS WIDE DIVERSITY WITHIN AS WELL AS 
based command/control network interfaces with all major AMONG UNIVAC PROJECTS. We are now writing the specifi- 
subsystems in the complex, you are afforded broader exposure cations for a multi-processor system, said by many to have a 
to total defense systems technology than you can gain from capacity 100 times greater than that of any one of the largest 
any subsystem program on the ‘‘periphery.”’ (In fact, subsys- single real-time computers in use today. Other projects:... 
tem criteria are often developed by UNIVAC systems people.) down-range tracking and control of missiles and satellites 
A MELD OF MANY DISCIPLINES is required for most UNIVAC ...NTDS—a system in continuous evolution, now moving 
programs. Teamed together are men who understand the toward assumption of more local and tactical shipboard func- 
functioning and capabilities of star-trackers, horizon seekers, tions previously performed by separate communications/ 
inertial devices, IR sensors and radars —to mention only a computational subsystems...ballistic missile mid-course and 
few. These men, in turn work closely with a wide range of re-entry guidance... advanced studies in associative memo- 
specialists and generalists in computer technology, opera- ries and learning techniques. 
tions research and broad systems design and analysis. These 

The long list of assignments now open with UNIVAC-Twin Cities calls for engineers, scientists and programmers at all levels of 
experience. A number of these positions are available to new engineering and science graduates or men just qualified for a 
Master's. Several require doctorates. 

A UNIVAC-Twin Cities representative will be in Madison on March 16. Arrange to talk with him about a career with UNIVAC 
that matches your training and interests. Contact your placement office now for an appointment. An Equal Opportunity Employer. 

DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 
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How To Solve Wear Problems With 
Pearlitic Malleable Casting 

A little known but extremely valuable property of Other critical wear applications for pearlitic Mal- 

pearlitic Malleable iron is its excellent wear resist- leable castings include transmission gears, pistons, 

ance. Pearlitic Malleable castings have good natural spring hangers, chain links, rolls and rocker arms. 

wear resistance and can be selectively surface hard- 

ened to 60 Rockwell C. Any of the common methods aa 

of hardening may be used — induction, flame, salt La >, 

or lead bath, or heat-treating furnaces. y 

Properties of Three Representative 7 “% x >», 

Grades of Pearlitic Malleable Iron ; 7 Ki, 

Typical Selectively 
M \ 

Strength — Strength — Hardness To: > y \ 

P.S.1. P.S.1. Range (Rockwell C) : ~~ A 

80,000 53,000 197-241 55-60 «\ 4. . - - 

80,000 60,000 197-255 55-60 s ‘ ma | fp 

The current trend from steel to pearlitic Malleable tO 

castings for automotive crankshafts and connecting << 

rods demonstrates the practicality of pearlitic Mal- 

leable for high wear applications. This pearlitic Malleable transmission gear with 

a 2 / induction hardened teeth replaces a_ through- 

fan 5 ef Al I | one/f hardened steel gear. Important advantages of the 

ay (_| Lig [| Ct \ pearlitic Malleable are reduced distortion during 

a ( || o) lhe hardening, simpler method of hardening, lower 

My = ae purchase cost and lower machining costs. , 

Excellent wear resistance, with or without hard- 

Here are typical comparisons of the wear resistance ening, combined with economy, quality, strength 

of unhardened pearlitic Malleable crankshafts with and machinability, place pearlitic Malleable cast- 

unhardened steel crankshafts. These figures are ings at the top of the list of engineering materials 

based on 50,000 mile proving ground tests in 13 for vital parts. Get complete information on how 

automobiles. you can improve your products with Malleable and 

‘ pearlitic Malleable castings from any company that 

Wear Comparisons displays this symbol — 

Pearlitic Malleable Crankshafts vs. Steel Crankshafts 
MEMBER 

Average 

Average Wear 

Wear Reading IWAN oo AB LE 

Reading — Pearlitic 

Steel Malleable & Ou 2 * N 

Wear on Journal Diameter — Noers soc! ee 

Manual Transmission -0004 -0002 Beet : 

Automatic Transmission .0003 .0001 . Crane 

Send for your free copy of this 16 page =| PataFie 

Wear on Crankpin Diameters — “Malleable Engineering Data File.’’ You OA 

will find it is an excellent reference piece. eg 8) 

Automatic Transmission -0001 .0001 “ re 

MALLEABLE FOUNDERS SOCIETY e UNION COMMERCE BUILDING + CLEVELAND 14, OHIO 
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Is it true that the leadin oroducer of o n 
tor steelmaking had a hand i | 
Tricia McDonald juice? 

You'd expect that a company with 50 years’ experience in ex- For Union Carbide is also one of the world’s largest pro- 
tracting oxygen from the air would lead the field. You might — ducers of petrochemicals. As a leader in carbon products, it 
even assume—and you'd be right—that it knows a lot about is developing revolutionary graphite molds for the continu- 
how oxygen can speed the making of steel. As a result, the ous casting of steel. It is the largest producer of polyeth- 
company sells oxygen by the ton to steelmakers to help them —_ylene, and makes plastics for packaging, housewares, and 
produce faster and more efficiently. floor coverings. Among its consumer products is “Prestone”’ 

You'd also expect that a leader in cryogenics, the science brand anti-freeze, world’s largest selling brand. And it is 
of supercold, would develop an improved process for mak- one of the world’s most diversified private enterprises in the 
ing the frozen orange juice concentrate that starts Tricia field of atomic energy. 

McDonald off to a bright, good morning. In fact, few other corporations are so deeply involved in so 
But there might be some doubt that two such many different skills and activities that will affect the 

activities as helping to speed steel production and UNION technical and production capabilities of our next 
helping to improve frozen orange juice could come PRONG: De] SH century. 
from one company. Unless you knew Union Carbide. We're growing as fast as Tricia McDonald. 

. UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION, 270 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017. IN CANADA: UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED, TORONTO 
Divisions: Carbon Products, Chemicals, Consumer Products, International, Linde, Metals, Nuclear, Olefins, Ore, Plastics, Silicones, Stellite and Visking 

Rp 
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In just a few short months, those ES 

new graduates spanned the dis- SOME OF E 

tance from the classroom to the E 

space age. They joined with their | 

experienced colleagues in tack- THE HW | 8 | 

ling a variety of tough assign- 8 

ments.On July 20th, 1963, their WORKED OH IT - 
product went off with a roar that . 

lasted two solid minutes, provid- oo 

ing more than 1,000,000 pounds WERE li ao 

of thrust on the test stand. This _ 

was part of the USAF Titan III C | - 

first stage, for which United COLLEGES | 8 - 

Technology Center is the con- 
tractor. Two of these rockets | a4 

will provide over 80% of all the LIKE VoOuRS a . 

thrust developed by the vehicle. 

Some of you now reading this 3s 

page may soon be a part of that \ VEAR AG / oe 

program...or a part of other sig- : _ 9 wee ees 

nificant, long-range programs. | wo ke eZ 4 

i UTC now offers career oppor- _F a ame 7 

tunities for promising graduates Fe ws 

at the bachelor's, master’s, and | ee 48 oat ii > 

doctoral levels in EE, ME, AeroE, Ww | | wi 

and ChE. Positions are impor- ome i! ‘ae 

tant and offer personal and pro- vt “(eel 4 

fessional reward in the areas of a tt. . aye 

systems analysis, instrumenta- a TU} tk ro 

tion, data acquisition, prelimi- se ae tL coat 

nary design, aerothermodynam- “a Misa iv us 

ics, stress analysis, structure 8 fan ga ‘i , 

dynamics, testing, propellant “1. 1S] oe 

development and processing. i oo a ie i 

If your idea of a career in the il i = | 

space age includes joining a a a io eee 

young, vital, aggressive com- a Fl A! : 

pany...then get in touch with arr] a " 2 

us now! If you want to work with il J. -mle = 

men who can develop and build a Te 

a wide variety of sophisticated | —— a 

propulsion systems, see your ie \F i 

placement officer for a campus mw ‘ S| ee ee ‘a 

interview or write Mr. Jay Waste. vw i pesaendl et 
He! | ne ye 

UNITED a a 
TECHNOLOGY G55 Hi 

oe E NTE R wl — = 

samen on naren Sd-aarr conronsnen 0. Box 358-Dept.E, Sunnyvale, California al a : 2 
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4 From the ocean’s depths to outer space. 

The scope of projects under development at the Bendix United States, and 12 subsidiaries and affiliates in Canada 
Corporation ranges from advanced oceanics to a landing and overseas. Our 1950 sales volume was $210 million. 
gear for lunar surface vehicles and countless things in Last year it was over $750 million. 
between. College graduates find depth of technological Look over our materials in your placement office. Talk challenge in their assignments, whether it be in the space, to our representative when he’s on campus. If you'd like missile, aviation, electronics, automotive, oceanics or to have your own copy of our booklet ‘‘Build Your Career 
automation fields. Bendix employs top-notch engineers, to Suit Your Talents,” write to Dr. A. C. Canfield, Director 
physicists, and mathematicians at all degree levels. They of University and Scientific Relations, The Bendix Cor- 
enjoy the prestige of Bendix achievement and challenge. poration, Fisher Building, Detroit 2, Michigan. An equal 

Bendix operates 26 divisions and 8 subsidiaries in the opportunity employer. 

THERE ARE BENDIX DIVISIONS IN: CALIFORNIA, MISSOURI, IOWA, OHIO, INDIANA, MICHIGAN, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, MARYLAND. 

UNLOCK MNy-e 
THE FUTURE CORPORATION 

CREATIVE ENGINEERING FOR: SPACE O MISSILES O AVIATION DO AUTOMOTIVE O OCEANICS O AUTOMATION 
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h ipment Investment Analysis or Equipment | tment Analy 
| 

By LLOYD J. PACKER M.E.’65 

4 

ras 4 
a ee ‘2 3 

oa <7 4 — 

. ici me placement policies and procedures lished. This book contains the as- 

Ee - in the United States. To accom- sumptions and instructions of the 

plish this task, MAPI set up a spe- _ present MAPI system. 

cial committee on business invest- The new MAPI system has sev- 

ment policy. eral improvements over the orig- 

One of the committee’s primary inal. Briefly, the new system ap- 

findings was that while manage- proaches the equipment replace- 

ki : ment techniques in other areas of ment problem in a broader prospec- 

————_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_—_———————— a te changed pe + tive, it is simpler to understand 

© . proved through the years, the tech- an 0 and its results can be 

Lloyd is from Sheboygan, Wis., niques of analpemne the replace- ae id ts ie ways. 

and is interested in Industrial En- nent of production facilities have The new system is a big step to- 

gineering. After graduation he jot changed considerably for acen- _ wards the voals of th e Instite fe 

plans on getting his M.B.A. from tury. These replacement analysis “ Bea “ov 

se tad a teu Bh His me techniques have been handed down Objectives 

ASME. Inelude: Pr feu: sigma ian me one mer a ata Over the years the objectives of 

sf ine i ta ‘de ay ee Se ea MAPI concerning the development : 

folklore”, In order to develop better of a good investment analysis sys- 
, , ; managerial tools to analyze invest- tem have remained basically the 

; 1S important tor any: business ment projects, MAPI decided to re- same, These objectives were stated 

utilizing production equipment — examine the fundamental theory of in the Foreword of Dynamic Equip 

to have a reliable system of replacement analysis. in the Foreword of Dynamic 

equipment investment analysis. In 1949, the first major step to Equipment Analysis (1949): 

Correct investment decisions con- formulate a logical replacement sys- a y . # . . , : 

cerning the replacement of produc- tem was presented by MAPI in the While the significance of this 

tion equipment are important be- form of a book called Dynamic study to industry is thus quite 

cause of the large commitment of — Equipment Analysis. This book was obvious, this 1S: secondary, in our 

capital involved and because of the primarily a theoretical dissertation judgment, to its significance to 

irreversible nature of the invest- on equipment replacement, but it the country at large. A dynamic 

ment decision. did include a practicable system for equipment policy means a dy- 

The MAPI system is designed to analyzing and appraising replace- namic economy: It means a more 

yearly analyze re-equipment proj- ment projects. rapid increase 1 the standard of 

ects and determine their profitabil- The work by the Institute was at living and in national well-being. 

ity. least partially responsible for an in- Tt means a better competitive po- 

creased interest in investment pol- sition in international trade. It 

BACKGROUND OF MAPI icy by businessmen. In the years means greater strength and se- 

History 1950 to 1958 there were sufficient curity as a world power. The In- 

The Machinery and Allied Prod- ideas accumulated through prac- stitute has no hesitation, there- 

ucts Institute (MAPI) is a federa- tical application of the MAPI sys- fore, in bespeaking the attention 

tion of trade associations in the — tem to revise the original work and of the disinterested reader.”* 

field of industrial equipment. In add further developments. "George Terboish. Dynunie Equie 

1943, the Institute decided to make In 1958, Business Investment Pol- ment. Policy,  MeGraw—Hlill Publiching 

a formal study of equipment re- icy by George Terborgh was pub- Co., Inc. (1949), p. vi. 

10 
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The work of MAPI in the field of funds of the company where they The charts yield in a short time investment analysis will undoubt- will do the most good. Stated what might otherwise take hours to edly continue in the future. Even otherwise, it is to rank invest- compute. Thus it is the MAPI while introducing the new MAPI ment proposals in the order of charts, rather than the MAPI system in 1958, George Terborgh priority or urgency.”8 formula, which must be understood re-emphasized the continuous  in- - 5 . in order to use the MAPI system. 
quiry should be made into this he MAPI system BONE gf sev- Although a thorough —under- field of investment analysis when tal analytic systems in use today standing of the theory of the he said: which attempt to accomplish this MAPI system is not essential to the yy as ‘ goal. Two other systems, which are See ye OE essen i ° © It is still true in general that sed ae fase wee . practical application of the system, : . F used most frequently in industry, : eos the analysis and appraisal of in- are the “payback” system and the the theory should be studied and 

vestment projects is the most “rate of return” system. We will not understood if the system is to be backward area of management.”? a , : Ph nen . used extensively for investment an- go into an evaluation of these other ra TAPT coetemy tone 
than to say that they are the sys- _ #lysis. The MAPI system ANCOIpS- APPLICATION OF MAPI carne MAPY . Il sd 3 strial folk. rates many assumptions which Introduction to the MAPI System lore”. Sabo tudasteigt 79 without clear understanding, could 

AIL businesses that utilize Te» The MAPI system is designed to lene to erToncous nasal chanical equipment to manufacture yearly analyze projects and obtain Part II of Business Investment a saleable product face the follow- their priority. The system measures Analysis by George Terborgh is ing well-known fact: As time goes the urgency of a new investment suggested reading for a thorough on, equipment wears out or be- project relative to going on without understanding of the MAPI theory. comes obsolete and must be re- it for one more year; specifically, it While the practical solution of placed. . derives an after tax return on the the MAPI system can be obtained A problem that arises as a conse- net investment in the new project Without a thorough knowledge of 
quence of this fact, is to time the as compared to going on without the theory, it is, by MAPI’s own replacement so as to be most prof- the project for one more year. words, “. . . impossible to get sat- itable to the business. If the old The urgency of each project is isfactory results without a careful machine is retired too soon, some of found by posing two alternative scrutiny of the instructions.”6 
its valuable service life will be courses of action: “... installing the The MAPI system is addressed thrown away. If the old machine is present project now or installing to two questions: “The first of held too long, money: will be lost the then-available project at the these is the current annual (next because it is standing in the place end of the year... .”4 This one year) operating advantage from the of a more profitable replacement. year testing is used for three princi- project. By how much will it im- (in this article the term “invest- pal reasons: (1) management is ac- prove the operating results of the meng 1s restricted to mgen the customed to working with this pe- business? The second question is money. put into; new equipment riod of time, (2) most data is ob- the investment merit of the project BIOJECKS which replace existing pro- tained in the form of annual fig- in the light of the answer to the Ee eels seal tineestne ures, and (3) it provides an annual first question. Given the estimated Sopbstunstie: existing cat any uiven critical look at existing facilities to improvement in operating results, time but-not enough capival avail- find more profitable Teplacements. what is the indicated rate of return able to invest in all of them. For The MAPI system is essentially a on the project investment? ‘ example, thefé may, ‘be: §50 000 of mathematical model which con- Following this format, the proce- retained. eqrniaes et aside for tains a formalized allowance for — dures of this system’s investment equipment renewal “this wea For the superiority of future new proj- analysis is broken down into two this same year, there may be $80,- ects to the present one. This formal- stages: The first stage is to gather 000 worth of new equipment regi ized allowance for the superiority data and determine the operational sitions from the production depart- of future projects is accomplished benefits of the project. This is the ment. OF this $80,000 equipment with the MAPI formula, which wil! most difficult part of the analysis 
requisition, which prdjects can be not be explored here. ; and usually requires more than 90 undertaker, and which cannot? ; The MAPI formula is only a part _ per cent of the total time needed to The investment analysis must of the MAPI system, The purpose complete the analysis. The second provide a way of accurately deter- of the formula is to_ minimize the stage is to calculate the rate of re- mining which proposals will be the °T" which arises from the long turn. This is done quickly with the most profitable, so that the limited range forecasts an analyst is re- MAPI system once the operational capital ‘will be applied to these. quired to make when using the benefits have been found. The first This goal of the investment anal. MARI system. As described in the stage is very similar for all analytic ysis. was concisely expressed by MAPI manual, the formula is“... systems, including MAPI. In this Terborgh when he said: an elaborate structure of assump- respect MAPI is like all the other ae : ” . tions and projections designed to systems. It is in the second stage This main object of business serve in lieu of certain long range that the MAPI formula comes into investment analysis is to help forecasts by the analyst.”* play thus making the MAPI system management place the capital =—____ different from the others. 
“George Terborgh, Business Invest- “Ibid., p. 39. = ment Policy, Machinery and Allied Prod- ‘Ibid., p. 59. “Ibid. p. 81. ucts Institute (1958), p. 4. "Tbid., p. 58. * Ibid. 
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PROJECT NO. SHEET 1 

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS 
(See Accompanying Work Sheet for Detail) 

1. REQUIRED INVESTMENT 

1 INSTALLED COST OF PROJECT $ 1 

2 DISPOSAL VALUE OF ASSETS TO BE RETIRED BY PROJECT $ 2 

3. CAPITAL ADDITIONS REQUIRED IN ABENCE OF PROJECT $ 3 

4 INVESTMENT RELEASED OR AVOIDED BY PROJECT (2+3) $ 4 

5 NET INVESTMENT REQUIRED (1-4) $ 5 

Il. NEXT-YEAR ADVANTAGE FROM PROJECT 

A. OPERATING ADVANTAGE 

(Use First Year of Project Operation)* 

6 ASSUMED OPERATING RATE OF PROJECT (Hours Per Year) —_ 6 

EFFECT OF PROJECT ON REVENUE Inctoase ___ Decrease. 

7 FROM CHANGE IN QUALITY OF PRODUCTS $ $ 4 
8 FROM CHANGE IN VOLUME OF OUTPUT 8 

9 TOTAL $ [A$ B 9 

EFFECT OF PROJECT ON OPERATING COSTS 

10 DIRECT LABOR $ |g 10 

11 INDIRECT LABOR | 11 

12 FRINGE BENEFITS : | 12 

13) MAINTENANCE | 13 

14 TOOLING 14 

15 SUPPLIES : 45 
16 SCRAP AND REWORK 16 

17. DOWN TIME 17 

18 POWER 18 

19 FLOOR SPACE 19 

20 PROPERTY TAXES AND INSURANCE _ 20 

21 SUBCONTRACTING 21 ; 

22 INVENTORY 99 
23. SAFETY 23 

24 FLEXIBILITY 
24 

25 OTHER a 95 
96 TOTAL $AS 8B 6 

27 NET INCREASE IN REVENUE (9A —9B) $ oT, 

28 NET DECREASE IN OPERATING COST (26B—26A) $ 28 

29 NEXT-YEAR OPERATING ADVANTAGE (27 28) $ 29 

B. NON-OPERATING ADVANTAGE 

(Use Only If There Is an Entry in Line 4) 

30 NEXT-YEAR CAPITAL CONSUMPTION AVOIDED BY PROJECT: 30 

A DECLINE OF DISPOSAL VALUE DURING THE YEAR S$ A 

B  NEXT-YEAR ALLOCATION OF CAPITAL ADDITIONS $ B 
TOTAL $ 

Cc. TOTAL ADVANTAGE 

31. TOTAL NEXT-YEAR ADVANTAGE FROM PROJECT (29+ 30) $ 31 

a ffor projects with a significant break-in period, use performance after break-in. 

Figure 1.—The MAPI Form. (George Terborgh, Business Investment Policy, Machinery and 

Allied Products Institute. 1958. p. 103-4.) 
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The data necessary to use the nent costs and revenue differences will be able to get from the dis- MAPI system should be obtained from the project. Remember, this posal value (2) if one waits until 
from all sources available to the section is an attempt to get “...a next year. 
analyst. In general, this work is good estimate of the total impact 7. Next-year allocation of capital nl a if one has a ° ue project on the operations of additions. The capital additions to 
a continuing inventory of invest- he business. existing facilities (3) will usually 
ment opportunities, capital budget- Upon arriving at the answer to prolong the service life of the fa- ing data which sets limits _and line 29, you will have completed cility. To get the next year alloca- plans, and accurate operational stage 1 and have the next year op- tions of this, divide the capital ad- cost and revenue records. / erating advantage from the project. ditions of 3 by the number of years 

Because of the diversity of the it is estimated they will add to the work involved in getting data for Determining the Rate of Return service life. 
different Projects in a el Up to this point the MAPI sys- 8. Total next year advantage af- panies, one jedi co a — oP tem has not appreciably differed ter income tax. Deduct the income ane own ¢ oe oa work sheets from other investment analysis sys- tax from the amount shown as the . Ota “ the ae going ae tems. We are now ready to start next year advantage from the proj- ine MAE: form. The two wor stage two of the analysis: calcula- ect. For example, if the next year pee units make EP the MARI tion of the rate of return. From advantage from the project is $2,- aa ars then Ri y a ound here on the MAPI system is unique 000 and the applicable tax rate is or cap s aeets or the many detailed in its approach to investment an- 50 per cent, the value shown here werk pets producing the vee alysis. The remaining instructions js $1,000. 
ee at Waciors to: ba wonsiclenedl tu deal with completing the rest of 9. Amount available for return 
the analvais , The com slete MAPI the MAPI form and how to use — on investment. Because of the in- bore Shou an Fs ue CO the MAPI charts. come tax effects this value is the ss Bl " We shall first examine (in order) amount available for return on in- Determining the Next Year the rest of the items which make __ vestment after tax. This is the dol- Operating Advantage up the MAPI form. lar amount of the next year gain 

sss é . Installed cost of project. Includes from the project as compared with After the date for the analysis : : Eis Fae itl se fas has been gathered, the next year the delivered cost of the new facil- going on without it for the year, aad 4 oe era ity plus installation expenses. Also 10. MAPI Urgency Rating. This operating advantage is ready to be a i ig : ’ ; acy ‘ 5 included where applicable, are — is “... the after-tax return that will found. This is done in the MAPI : : eo : Pa ; ae ‘ , costs incurred for converting or — be made next year on the net in- : & form or sheet 1, Section II, lines 6 : i - ‘ F F to 29 2 » moving any existing equipment vestment (given the data, esti- an _ - . (already owned) to be assigned to mates, stipulations, and projections 
nat is sherk in calcuating the the new project. of the analysis) as compared with operating i vantage in Section U 2. Disposal value of assets to be going on without the project for 

Is : comp ete Hien of a costs rétired by project. The estimated the year. It is a measure of the 
fon deo differences resulting net amount released through the Current urgency of the project. By 
Tn ; d ve ff disposal of the retired facility is the same token, it is the factor for Included in t te revenue effects There may be cash release Tanking the project with others in of the project should be the effect ‘ order of urgency.”!® of sales expansi Saar 4 through a sale either as second a urgency. . sales Sa each or ie Wr aad equipment or as scrap. The above checklist (while not creases as a result of the project. 3, Capital additions required in COVETING every. variability of all This effect is often not included 4: a pital as S Pegquine possible projects) is meant to be because of the concentration on the absence of Project. This includes an extensive list to cover a wide cost reductions of the project. costs of rebuilding or renovating iANBe of types of saninmmn ti eh 

anal vai Be existing facilities which will be ang apes or eamipmerit myest- In analyzing the effect of the existing Tac : ey ment projects. Thus, on any one new project on the costs of the — necessary if the new project is not project analysis, it is very likely : “ tis i undertaken, Costs of down time Peslec, analysis, at is: very: likely business (lines 10 to 26) it is im- 1 oo hie . 1 ul li a 1 Is that there will not be a value to portant to include the indirect as COEDS, this Te QUMGINE should a so fill in for every item listed. This well as the direct effects on the be included if substantial. This is ‘ill be illustrated i Ce . is I an investment avoided by. the will be illustrated in the sample costs. The analyst must be careful prdfect , . y program which follows. Estimates in evaluating the indirect effects to I . Ne equithedi “This of values should be entered for make sure that if he is assuming >. Net investment required. This the items only if relevant to the 
the new project frees some other value is usually positive. If it is particular analysis existing facilities that they will not negative, there will be more money We can now tum our atten- now be idle, but that they actually released through the disposals than tion to the final step i sing the 

; J SESE pee Lar ; > al step in using the have another use. the acquisitions. This would be a MAPI form—the MAPI charts Because of the variabilities of | very desirable situation and would MAPI Chart No. 1 is shown in fig- 
the new projects, the list of items indicate a high degree of urgency. ure 2. MAPI Chart No,’s 2 and 3 
in the operating advantage portion 6. Decline of disposal value dur- are similar in appearance and 
of the form (lines 6 to 26) must ing the year. This is the pre-tax method of use. Note that there are 
not be considered the last word. estimation of how much less you —___ 
The list merely serves as a founda- = ——__ “Tbid., p. 158. 
tion upon which to add all perti- “Ibid., p. 101. “Ibid., p. 109. 
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PROJECT NO. | oe SHEET 2 

Ill. COMPUTATION OF MAPI URGENCY RATING 

32 TOTAL NEXT- YEAR ADVANTAGE AFTER INCOME TAX (31—TAX) $ : 

33. MAPI CHART ALLOWANCE FOR PROJECT (Total of Column F, Below) $ __* 

(Enter Depreciable Assets Only) 

| Estimated Chart 

Item | Installed Estimated Terminal MAPI Chart Percent- 

or | Cost of Service Salvage Chart Percent- age 

Group Item or Life (Percent Number age x Cost 

Group (Years) of Cost) (E x A) 

| A B C D E F 
San Sn pf 

| $ | | $ 

| | 

TOTAL | $ ; 

34. AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR RETURN ON INVESTMENT (32-33) $ — 

34. MAPI URGENCY RATING (34+ 5) . 100 To 

° Since the chart allowance docs not cover future capital additions to project assets, add an annual proration of such additions, 

if any, to the figure in Line 33. 

two families of curves. The heavy 4, ‘The assumed income tax rate might not be applicable to the par- 

lines are for sum of the year's dig- 2. gre epreciiHion method used for ticular case. The three stipulations 
— si ss a “ selini at; nie ax purposes are: 

its or double rate declining balance 6. The debt ratio (ratio of debt to total are: 

depreciation methods, and the investment ) 1. The debt ratio (ratio of debt to total 

light lines are for straight line de- 7. The interest rate on borrowed capital investment) is 25 per cent. 

preciation, Note also that the in- 8 The after-tax return on equity capi- 2. The interest rate on borrowed capital 

sert of the chart contains the se- a , ne ve woe _ ; vai 

quence of steps for its use. These Of the eight stipulations listed — ~ ,, 10 per cent UM OO.EIEy SADIE 

are easy to follow since all the in- above, the first five must be se- . : . . 

formation needed is supplied by — lected by the analyst and are dif- These three stipulations are ad 

the MAPI form. Therefore, no fur- ferent for each project. The last tended to be an average or mid- 

ther explanation of the sequence three are prescribed by MAPI and range value representative of the 

should be necessary. are the same for all projects. capitalization rates for business in- 

Since, as mentioned earlier, the The last three stipulations are — Comes. The assumptions do make 

charts are dependent on the form- used in making up the charts and possible # reasonable figure for the 

ula, the eight stipulations required are not specified by the analyst. capitalization rate; and the result 

by the formula will be stated: They must, however, be known of the investment formula is not 

“y ‘The projection pattem and kept in mind when using the — Y¢Ty sensitive to them. This means 

i we OECTC atten Ths : . . © ] ractice reas € > iffer-: 

2 sui Y mntedl nero life charts. This is to avoid blind ac- that in practice, reasonable differ- 

3. The estimated terminal salvage, if ceptance of assumptions which ences from the assumed rates and 

any (as a percentage of the cost of —_——_. debt ratio have a small effect on 

the asset) “Thid., p. 114. the results of the formula. 
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Percent 
Percent 

15} 
15 

— PROJECTION PATTERN: STANDARD PLT | (For deseripon and diograme, see Charter 7) i i || | 
“\ INSTRUCTIONS: | 

_ 1, Use heavy curves for sum-of-digits or double-rate declining-balance ft 
tax depreciation, light curves for straight-line tox depreciation. 

j 2. Locote service life (in years) on horizontal axis, reading from left to | A right for heavy curves, from right to left for light curves. 

N 3. Ascend vertical line to point representing salvage ratio (estimate lo- eee / / 0 10 etl cation when rate falls between the curves). | i | pi Perce 4. Read point opposite on vertical scale. This is the chart percentage, o | 

\ iY 5. Enter percentage in Column E of Sheet 2. ‘of 
all Yo Lf tf 

NN oo oo a et Jo} tt ~~ 

| 20 1A KL YA 41 NEN SRS cee =o best | i 
20 ‘ 

5 NI SAR | | | Hy a, As 
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IN "| || 

= C4 
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Fae Se ee eee See Sea ttt SSS See ott trtrryr i Tf | —_—E——EEEEESSSSSS|]|]=|]|=. 8 10 1s 20 2s 30 35 40 40 35 30 25 20 15 10 5 SERVICE LIFE IN YEARS 

Figure 2.—MAPI Chart No. 1. (George Terborgh, Business Investment Policy, Machinery 
and Allied Products Institute, 1958, p. 121.) 

There are still five stipulations time, he chooses Chart No, 3. The 3. The estimated terminal salv- 
left to the analyst. They are im- chart number that the analyst has age. This value is arrived at by es- 
portant inputs to the MAPI analy- chosen is entered in the MAPI timating what you will be able to 
sis and should be specified accord- form on sheet 2, column D of the get for the facility after its service 
ing to the conditions of each par- table. life is over. This may be either 
ticular project. Here is how these 2. The estimated service life. what it can be sold for as scrap or 
stipulations are found and applied This is the period of time you plan what can be gotten from a pur- 
to the form: to get useful production out of the — chaser who plans further use for 

1. The projection pattern. The facility. Note this is usually much the facility. The value for terminal 
decline in earning power of an as- shorter than its ese life: The aha is Steed as ; percentage 
set is due to the combined accumu- charts are set up for any Sehuce of the initia Cost of the ite m. For 
lation of obsolescence and deteri- life hebnaen a and Ay ears. In es- ete piece of pauipment 
oration. The analyst estimates the timating the ie me ee use costs ae ) new pe z . is 
pattern this decline in earning is * exact year an = vuorten soviee it can me, Eatole aa 
going to follow. If the earnings de- u i estimate ife ? a ie or b- $1, 2 the value to be enterec 
crease at a constant rate through-  S®lescence or a_ safety factor” be- would be . ; p cause to do so will inject error. The $ 1000 out the service life, the analyst f ope ; ” - 100% = 10% es. Chi No. L. If the decline service life of the old equipment “g10000 * = : 
MNES nart son” “Ge eeu probably is not the same as that of 
in’ earnings 1s slow at first but the new, so to blindly use this fig- | The charts are set up for any 
speeds up with time, the analyst ure would also cause error. The es- terminal salvage ratio between 0 
chooses Chart No. 2. If the decline timated service life is entered in and 50%. This range was chosen be- 
is rapid at first but slows up with — column B of the table on sheet 2. cause it is very rare that a replace- 
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ment analysis would be made on clining balance. It is suggested that the chart instructions in the insert 

an asset which had a salvage value if you don’t use one of these meth- until you have completed step 4 

greater than 50 per cent. The term- ods to depreciate the project, take and have obtained the chart per- 

inal salvage value is entered in the chart method that most nearly centage. Thus far you have as- 

column C of the table on sheet 2. resembles it. sumed a 50 per cent tax rate. Now 

{. The assumed income-tax rate. As mentioned in (4) above, the turning to the Tax Adjustment Fac- 

“It is our experience that most cor- charts are calibrated for a 50 per tors Table, find the factor which 

porations assume a future income- cent tax rate. There is a table of applies to the estimated service 

tax rate of 50 per cent in making adjustment factors for each chart life, type of tax depreciation, and 

investment analyses.” Because of which enables the analyst to use terminal salvage value for your | 

this finding by MAPI, the charts the three charts for any tax rate. particular project. Multiply _ this 

are calibrated to a 50 per cent tax Figure 4 shows the tax adjustment factor times the number of points 

rate. However, “tax adjustment fac- factors for MAPI Chart No. 1. your tax rate deviates from 50 per 

tors” have been provided to permit MAPI defines the adjustment cent (30 per cent or 70 per cent 

the analyst to use any applicable factor as follows: “This factor is would both deviate from 50 per 

tax rate between 0 and 100%. the correction (expressed as a per- cent by 20 points). The product of 

(These adjustment factors will be centage of the cost of the asset) for this multiplication is than added 

discussed later). a none-point deviation of the as- to or subtracted from the chart 

5. The tax depreciation method. sumed tax rate from the 50 per percentage reading which was de- 

The charts are designed for the cent rate to which the chart is termined above by step 4. If the 

following three tax depreciation calibrated.”"™ deviation is positive (tax rate 

methods: straight line, sum of the The procedure to determine the greater than 50 per cent) subtract 

year's digits, and double rate de- correct chart is as follows: Follow the correction from the chart per- 

Tt —_ centage; if the deviation is nega- 

“Tbid., p. 118. “Thid., p. 126. tive (tax rate less than 50 per cent) 

TAX ADJUSTMENT FACTORS FOR MAPI CHART NO. 1 

(Multiply the appropriate factor by the number of points by which the assumed tax rate deviates from 50 percent. Subtract 

the product from the reading if the deviation is positive, add if it is negative.) 

Service Tax Depreciation: Sum-of-Digits or 

Life Double-Rate Declining-Balance Tax Depreciation: Straight-Line 

(Years) Terminal Salvage Ratio (Percent) Terminal Salvage Ratio (Percent) 

0 10 20 30 40 50 | 0 10 20 30 40 50 

5.3394 .2840 .2412 .2026 1678 .1360 | .3234 .2696 .2284 1914 .1582 .1280 

6 .2960 .2445 .2057 1738 1442 1181 | .2788 2318 1945 .1608 1348 1095 

7.2560 -2138 .1810 1522 1264 1026 | .2386 1980 .1670 .1400 1158 0938 

8 .2275 1928 .1603 1372 1124 0920 | .2116 .1740 1497 1255 1027 .0823 

9 .2063 1732 1458 1240 1022 .0837 | .1883 1546 .1330 1115 0918 .0735 

10 .1878 .1570 1334 1128 0942 0768 | 1694 .1404 1186 .0998 .0830 .0676 

11.1732 1455 1235 .1050 .0877 .0718 1542 .1280 1086 .0897 .0760 0623 

12 .1605 (1352 1145 .0975 .0818 .0670 | 1416 ATS .0998 .0825 .0700 .0578 

13.1491 1263 1068 0912 .0767 .0631 | .1307 1085 .0920 .0770 .0652 .0538 

14 1398 .1180 1004 .0856 .0722 .0597 | .1215 .1006 .0853 .0718 .0608 .0502 

15 1312 .1106 .0946 .0806 .0680 .0564 | .1128 .0940 .0798 .0678 .0570 .0472 

16 .1242 .1048 .0895 .0767 .0646 .0538 | .1060 0884 .0747 0639 .0536 0443 

17.1175 .0998 .0854 .0732 .0616 .0514 | 0996 .0830 .0706 .0601 .0508 .0420 

18 .1110 .0950 .0815 .0698 0589 0492 | .0938 .0784 .0668 .0568 .0482 .0400 

19 .1061 .0906 .0778 .0668 .0564 .0472 | .0882 .0742 .0633 .0538 .0459 .0382 

20 .1014 .0864 .0746 .0640 0546 .0455 | .0834 .0704 .0602 .0516 .0438 .0366 

21 .0969 .0828 0119 0614 0523 .0440 | .0792 .0670 .0574 0495 0419 .0350 

22 0927 .0794 .0693 .0591 .0505 .0426 | .0754 .0640 .0550 .0475 .0403 .0336 

23 .0892 .0763 .0668 .0572 .0490 .0413 | .0720 .0612 .0529 .0456 .0388 0323 

24 .0863 0735 .0645 0555. .0476 .0400 | .0690 .0586 .0506 .0438 .0374 0311 

25 .0836 .0718 0624 .0540 .0462 0388 | .0664 0562 0486 .0420 .0360 .0304 

30 .0712 .0607 .0537 .0468 .0404 .0344 | .0550 .0472 .0407 .0358 .0308 0262 

35.0622 .0544 .0478 .0420 .0364 .0312 | .0468 .0404 .0354 .0312 .0272 0234 

40 .0550 .0490 .0421 .0375 .0330 .0287 | .0408 .0358 .0309 .0278 .0245 .0214 

Figure 3.—The Tax Adjustment Factors for MAPI Chart No. 1 (George Terborgh, Business 

Investment Policy, Machinery and Allied Products Institute. 1958. p. 120.) 
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AUTOMATIC SCREW MACHINE 

“This is a simple case of the replacement of a machine with a newer updated 
model. It will be noted that the savings result from reductions in unit hours, spoil- 
age, maintenance, and down time. 

The Project 

A complete overhaul is required for a 39-year-old screw machine. The equip- 
ment analyst recommends the purchase of a newly designed automatic screw ma- 
chine with a vertical slide and feeding arrangement as a better alternative. The in- 
stalled cost of the project will be $16,705. The purchase of the equipment will 
avoid an investment of $4,220 in a complete overhaul of the present equipment, 
which is prorated over 10 years. In addition, it is estimated that the disposal value 
of the present equipment is $300. 

Analysis of Operating Advantage 

Greater speeds can be made on the new equipment and jobs can be tooled up to 
take advantage of these new speeds. Based on a check of 11 jobs, the analyst esti- 
mates an average gain of 21 percent. Figured on an 80-hour week, this will result in 
a direct labor saving of 840 hours a year at $2.50 an hour, or $2,100. Savings in fringe 
benefits will be $336. In addition, the following costs are expected to decrease: 

Serap and rework oss. wos sci sok yee bok EG Ewa A ocean seneunsecsasae $ 600 
Maintenance 2.0.60. cece eect tent eneeeervesces 1,085 
Down time oo... cece e cere tee cece ees 525 

The proposed equipment is capable of greater output than the machine it is replac- 
ing. At this time, however, work is not available for the new equipment beyond 
the 3,300 hours indicated as the operating rate. Nevertheless a value of $400 is as- 
signed to the greater flexibility in shop operations made possible by the additional 
capacity. Property taxes and insurance will increase by $170. 

Stipulations 

Project operating rate... 0.00. e ee... 3,300 hours 
Projection pattern 22.00.02 ec e eve eves ees... Variant B 
Service Like cscs sins v wun wars a sais 2005 8842 KEES YOR FSi nee ener one, 1S 
Terminal salvage ratio... 0.0. eee B percent 
Tax depreciation method . 2.0.00... 0.00 ec eee Sum-of-digits 
AR FARE» sees e soees sc 2 ats soins satis © nto aoe oat eames ga 2 oe owe coon BO POROBHE 

Figure 4.—Sample Problem. (George Terborgh, Business Investment Policy, Machinery and 
Allied Products Institute. 1958. p. 158-60.) 

add the correction to the chart per- next-year operating advantage. a clearly stated purpose: the 
centage in column E of sheet 2. Now we will look at the whole ranking projects in the order of 

One last word on the tax adjust- problem and use the MAPI sys- urgency. It rests on simplifying 
ment correction. If the project’s tax tem to obtain the MAPI urgency assumptions that are also clearly 
rate falls within the range of 45 to rating. stated. It can be used therefore 
55 per cent, the adjustment can be In Business Investment Policy with full knowledge not only of 
ignored with little error. the author of the MAPI system, what is aimed at, but of what is 

The instructions for the applica- | George Terborgh, makes the fol- assumed as to the future. Know- 
tion of the MAPI system have now _ lowing statement: ing what is assumed, you can in- 
been completed. A sample prob- “Analytical systems and formu- terpret and qualify the results ac- 
lem will be presented to demon- las, whatever their merits, can cordingly. You can proceed de- 
strate how the entire MAPI form never be more than an aid to liberately, and with YOUE iGyes 
is used to solve an investment judgement. This is true of our open, from a recognized point of problem. The problem concerns own as of any other. departure. We submit that this is 
the replacement of a screw ma- “What we claim for the MAPI better, on any count, than Hound: 
chine. This is the same problem system, essentially, is this. It is  _ ©™MS around in the dark. 
we examined earlier to find the rationally contrived to carry out "Thid., p. 210. 
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PROJECT NO. 9 SHEET 1 

SUMMARY OF ANALYSES 
(See Accompanying Work Sheets For Detail) 

I. REQUIRED INVESTMENT | 

1 INSTALLED COST OF PROJECT $ 16,705 | 1 

2 DISPOSAL VALUE OF ASSETS TO BE RETIRED BY PROJECT $_ 300 2 

3. CAPITAL ADDITIONS REQUIRED IN ABSENCE OF PROJECT $ 4,220 | 3 

4 INVESTMENT RELEASED OR AVOIDED BY PROJECT (2+3) $ 4520 £4 

5 NET INVESTMENT REQUIRED (1 —4) $ _ 12,185 _ 5 

Il. NEXT-YEAR ADVANTAGE FROM PROJECT 

A. OPERATING ADVANTAGE 

(Use First Year of Project Operation)* 

6 ASSUMED OPERATING RATE OF PROJECT (Hours Per Year) 3,300 6 

EFFECT OF PROJECT ON REVENUE Increase Decrease 
7 FROM CHANGE IN QUALITY OF PRODUCTS $ {8 7 

8 FROM CHANGE IN VOLUME OF OUTPUT — | 8 

9 TOTAL $s. a Ab. _ —B 9 

EFFECT OF PROJECT ON OPERATING COSTS | 

10 DIRECT LABOR $ $ 2100 10 

11. INDIRECT LABOR ; — 1 

12 FRINGE BENEFITS ; | 336 12 

13) MAINTENANCE ; | 1,055 13 

14. TOOLING ee ee: 
15 SUPPLIES — | re 

16 SCRAP AND REWORK ; — 600s :'16 

17. DOWN TIME - 585 17 
18 POWER Ci; 

19 FLOOR SPACE ; es — 19 

20 PROPERTY TAXES AND INSURANCE ; 170, | _ 20 

21 SUBCONTRACTING - | 

22 INVENTORY | 8 

23 SAFETY 8 

24 FLEXIBILITY 400 4 

25 OTHER _ ft 

26 TOTAL $170 ~$ 5,016 B 2% 

27 NET INCREASE IN REVENUE (9A —9B) $ Q7 

28 NET DECREASE IN OPERATING COST (28B—26A) $ 4846  =28 

29 NEXT-YEAR OPERATING ADVANTAGE (27+28) $ 4846 29 

B. NON-OPERATING ADVANTAGE 
(Use Only If There Is an Entry in Line 4) 

30 NEXT-YEAR CAPITAL CONSUMPTION AVOIDED BY PROJECT: a 30 

A DECLINE OF DISPOSAL VALUE DURING THE YEAR $ A 

B  NEXT-YEAR ALLOCATION OF CAPITAL ADDITIONS $ 492 ~—iB 

TOTAL $ 422 _ 

Cc. TOTAL ADVANTAGE 

31. TOTAL NEXT-YEAR ADVANTAGE FROM PROJECT (29+ 30) $5,268 31 

® For project with a significant break-in period, use perfor nince after break-in. 
George Terborgh, Business Investment Policy, Machinery and Allied Products Institute (1958) p. 159. 
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PROJECT NO. 2 
SHEET 2 

Ill. COMPUTATION OF MAPI URGENCY RATING 

32 TOTAL NEXT-YEAR ADVANTAGE AFTER INCOME TAX (31—TAX) S$ 2634 

33. MAPI CHART ALLOWANCE FOR PROJECT (Total of Column F, Below) $ 785% 

(Enter Depreciable Assets Only) 
SS es ae = Sa 

Estimated | | Chart Item | Installed Estimated Terminal | MAPI Chart | Percent- or | Cost of | Service | Salvage | Chart | Percent- age Group | Item or | Life | (Percent Number | age x Cost | Group | (Years) of Cost) | (EX A) | A | B C D | E | F RH 
Automatic Screw j | | | Machine | $ 16,705 | 18 5 3 | 4.7 $ 785 | | | | | 

| | 

al dl 
TOTAL | $ 785 

34. AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR RETURN ON INVESTMENT (32-33) $1,849 

35 MAPI URGENCY RATING (34--5) . 100 % 15. 

° Since the chart allowance does not cover future capital additions to project assets, add an amnual proration of such additions, | if any, to the figure in Line 33. 
George Terborgh, Business Investment Policy, Machinery and Allied Products Institute ( 1958), p. 160. 

What Terborgh wants to point “We doubt that many will be estimated, but where it is imprac- out is that the MAPI system is a persuaded to seek salvation tical, because of the time re- better system than the traditional through the MAPI system, except quired or for other reasons, to de- “payback” and “rate of return” perhaps some who may believe velop the numerous future esti- systems. And actually, a study of that formulas are more important mates required for a non-formula the theory behind the MAPI system than analysts in generating in- solution of the problem. As indicates that it does eliminate vestment priority rankings.” noted, this condition obtain most 
many of the false Bie a The MAPI system is essentially frequently with minor projects.”" axioms upon which the traditiona 4 mathematin: Jowhich ae. . oo. syste site be el oe all a mathematical model which con- This is sort of a limiting state- systems are based. However, not a tains a formalized allowance for the ” : : no ieer ei wens fu ; did an Zee. 2 Q ment which describes the types of engineering economists feel that superiority of future new projects i , ‘ system 78 a veRKeneerse.  oReMonty ae ov" PRO}eCks projects the system is best suited to the MAPI system is a very spectac a ae ies S Thie formaliren ) ) : a to the present one. This formalized analyze. The system is best applied ular improvement of the traditional allowance is accomplished with the SMAI AS: Sys 1S DEStappule systems. ‘ pe SECU ST eee 1 to minor projects such as machine _ . ; MAPI formula. Terborgh says os replacements, (for example, the 

There ates One engineering eons following: on the subject of the screw machine replacement) rather omists who feel this claimed “sud- MAPI formula; than major projects such as con- 
den burst of light,, from the MAPI “A formula finds its principle (Continued on page 40) system is unwarranted. In a critical usefulness where the present, or = ————- . liscussi f the svete HO initial benefits’of 4 projeet car, be “George Terborgh, Business Invest- discussion of the system : “ : initial yenehits of a project can be ment Policy, Machinery and Allied Prod- 
Davidson said: “HO. Davidson. ucts Institute (1958), p. 13. 
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Critical Path Techni 

By RICHARD H. SEVERN 

Richard Severn, a junior in Civil Engineering, is from Madison, Wis. Dick is a 

member of Triangle Fraternity for which he was a National Convention Delegate. 

N RECENT years, companies employees were due to have their crease financial support of the 

Lieve found that to attempt any — yearly physical checkup. One project. In the case of plant shut- 

kind of engineering project — welder was away from the job for downs, perhaps a small increase 

without some form of work sched- 5 hours for this, and as a result, in expenditures will get the plant 

ule is extremely expensive and the entire plant had to be shut back into operation weeks sooner. 

time-consuming. Many types of down for an extra day.' Such a sit- Here we would like to know where 

scheduling were therefore devel- uation might have been avoided if to increase our spending. It is ob- 

oped, and of these the Critical the plant engineer had known that vious that not all jobs should or can 

Path technique has become the this person’s job was critical. Since be rushed; you cannot cure con- 

most widely used. The Critical job control is a complex problem crete appreciably faster, but you 

Path form of scheduling considers requiring a comprehensive knowl- might be able to speed up the cut 

the following: (1) jobs necessary — edge of each project and a means and fill work in constructing a road 

to complete the project, (2) dura- of determining the inter-relation- bed. The Critical Path method 

tion of single jobs, (3) sequence of ships between these projects, any will show us how to speed up a 

jobs, (4) effect of deliveries, and method of scheduling which simp- _job_ economically. 

(5) those jobs which control the _lifies the problem of control is 

length of the project. All this is ac- therefore a great asset to an engi- Effect of Deliveries 

complished with a simple, easy-to- neer. Another problem facing a project 

read, easy-to-work-with chart. Job Reminder engineer is delivery of materials. 

None of the mathematical theory . : . Since it may not be of great im- 

behind the Critical Path system To an engineer who is supervis- portance to job progress if deliver- 

will be covered in this article. It ing a complex job, a simple re- jes are late, and since suppliers of- 

should be noted, however, that ev- minder of what is happening at ten go to great and unnecessary ex- 

ery Critical Path schedule does ny given moment and what is to pense to meet delivery dates in 

have a mathematical solution, but happen next may be of extreme fear of losing their contract, it 

these become important only in importance. If he should overlook would be advantageous to have an 

cases involving lengthly and intri- one small thing, the job may be alternate date of delivery for a sup- 

cate applications of the method. It delayed. But more important is the plier who can not meet the original 

is safe to assume that most engi- need for coordination; overall date. Of course, if this late deliv- 

neers will never become involved knowledge of the project at one ery would delay the job, the deliv- 

in a case of this type. stage will enable the engineer to ery could not be delayed. The Crit- 

coordinate the jobs better. He will ical Path method will take into 

REASONS FOR USING THE know where to place his men each consideration the effects of late 

GnicaL Pat say ae wll be ae 0 Keep track lve ad om it we can mak 
Control Over the Project an engineer is likely to forget sim- aan ecisicny Gh QERNERY ata 

Control over any engineering ple items which may seriously de- . 

project is essential today because lay the job. The Critical Path However the Critical Path 

of the increased competition in this method gives us this day-to-day job method will tell us more than just 

field. The degree of control over a reminder. when the job will start and end. 

job may mean the difference be- It will give the inter-relationship 

tween a profit or loss, but control Money Controls between jobs, day-to-day control 

is often hard to achieve today be- Many jobs are initially scheduled over men and machines, control 

; cause of the complexity of activi- to meet a certain budget, and later over the spending of extra money 

ties on most jobs. An example of it is found advantageous to in- to speed up the job, and also some 

this compleyity is the case of a cer- a control on the delivery dates of 

tain Canadian chemical company. ' Martino, “How Critical Path Schedul- materials. It will be shown later in 

At the time of a plant overhaul, the ing Works,” p. 40. the report that the Critical Path 
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method does all this without being Composite Activities are those end of the scheduled calendar 
difficult to use. First, however, — which only may be started upon time. 
there are a number of definitions completion of a percentage of an- Lead Time 
important to Critical Path schedul- other activity. A means of putting a project on 
ing with which one should be Dummy Activities are a special thie ce ia As a 1 E,. I a rt at 
familiar. type; they do not represent any the a 5 date a he he Suk 

specific task, but are placed in the f ae oe a ends at the star 
DEFINITIONS chart only for clarity. They are  % “© Project. 

; given no name or time interval, Critical Path Diagram 

Planning and are usually represented by a The diagram, a basic working 
Planning is the act of stating what dashed line. See Fig, 4. tool of the Critical Path method, 
activities must occur in a project, Start Conditions is a graphical representation of the 
and in what order these activities a Te s plan of operation adopted for ac- must take place. Since knowledge The start of many activities will complishing the project. 
of all the activities is necessary, be dependent upon weather, mate- much experience in the type of job rials, plans, the authorization of The Critical Path 

to be scheduled is necessary. funds, or any combination of these. The Critical Path is the longest Because of this dependency, extra : ‘ne : ; / ss v ahe ent time path through the diagram, 
Scheduling time must be allowed for the proj- and can take any job flow route . ile . ect either in the original time esti- throush the-diagvar Scheduling is the establishing of vate for the activity or in the proj- rougn the diagram. 

the project timetables with consid- ect float time. 
eration to plans and costs. It entails CREATING THE CRITICAL PATH 
deciding when, after the start of Float Time DIAGRAM 
work, a particular activity should Float time is a means of allow- In the creation of the Critical 
start and end. Here again, experi- ing for unforeseeable delays in the — Path diagram, there will be a few 
ence on jobs of the type planned progress of a job. The time is not sections which at present will be 
is needed. added to individual activities on beyond the ability of most student 

Nodes the chart, but is added on at the engineers. These sections deal with 

Nodes are job endings and be- 
ginnings on the Critical Path dia- 
gram. They are usually represented 
by a numbered circle, with the < \cNedes 
higher numbered nodes only reach- 
able from the lower numbered 
ones. Any number of activities may 
lead to or away from a node. See 
Fig. 1. 

Figure 1.—Example of Nodes. 
Activities 

Activities are tasks which must 
be done to complete the project, 
and may be anything from setting 
“grade stakes” to the delivery of 
materials. They are represented by 
arrowed lines between nodes, and 
are named on the chart by the ac- Figure 2.—Example of Concurrent Activities. 

tual task name in abbreviated 
form. (Example, procure _ struc- 
tural steel to “proc. str. stl.”) They 
are also given a time interval equal 
to the estimated work time needed 
for the task. Notice should be 
given to the types of activities en- 

countered. Figure 3.—Example of an Aggregated Activity Group. 
Concurrent activities are two or 

more distinct activities which start 
at one node and end together at 
another. See Fig. 2. we 

Aggregated Activities are a ser- 

ies of activities which may be con- 

sidered as one small project of 
their own. See Fig. 3. Figure 4.—Example of a Dummy Activity. 
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the decisions which require experi- Activity Time Allotments the O-X numbers and construct 

ence i the field to which the Criti- Time estimates are based upon lines to the X numbered codes, and 

cal Path is to be applied. The fin- experience and conditions. Experi- from these nodes to the X-Y nodes; 

ished diagram will only be as good ence in the type of work to be in this way we work through the 

as the individual activity selection scheduled will give a better esti- activities to the finish. Fig. 6. is a 

and time allotments, and a poorly mate of time for each job and will step-by-step example of this 

constructed diagram will be of lit- lead to a more usuable schedule. method of construction. One simple 

tle use as a schedule. 1 he degree However, if experience is lacking, rule to follow, which will aid in 

of trust one may place in an entire 44 allowance for this may be made making and reading the chart, is 

Sain) Seneene ae ie ee ‘e in the selection of float time, a [ist one Hee aren only 

g ‘ nay place in the safety valve for the system. If you rom a lower numbered node. 

Jeast trusted _ estimate, plus or feel you cannot trust your time es- 
minus the degree of float time al- timates, then you may allow for @ © 

lowed; therefore a high degree of this by increasing the float time. 

workmanship is required to create Conditions which will exist at the a, 

a workable diagram. time of a job such as weather, site, D 

. a money, available labor, etc. should 

Selecting the Activities be allowed for in the activity time. ® 

Selecting the activities for the More time must be allowed for 6 

diagram is the first important step construction of outdoor projects in @ 

in its construction. The degree of the winter and spring, Adverse b. 2 

control is dependent upon the de- conditions are sometimes allowed 

gree of separation of the project for in the float time, but it is more rr) 

into individual activities, Dividing practical to allow for the foresee- 

the job too finely, however, will able things right in the activities’ o 

lead to a more complicated dia- time. Q é 

gram than is necessary; the actual Lead time is the time from the 

work activities should be divided day of making the diagram to the Ce a - 36) 

into what one would consider a day of the start of the project; so \, 

unit job. Dividing finer than this it is easily chosen. Float time, how- Nae S 

will lead to many unnecessary ag- ever, is selected last and is depend- Figure 6—The Step by Step Method 

gregated activity groups in the ent upon your methods of making of Constructing the Critical Path 

schedule. the other time choices; thus if you Diagram. 

Included as activities must be all aren't sure of the other HIMES, you 
. . = should make your float time larger. . | . 

restraints upon the project. Such Average time would be 1 to 3 Once the basic network is laid 

as inspections, tests, and procure- working days per month for good out, the activities may be named 

ment of materials. Examples of time estimates, depending upon above the lines and their times 

typical activity selections are given the season. See Fig. 5. for an ex- placed below; all of this to be done 

in Fig. 5. ample of lead time. on the final diagram sheet. Note 
should be made here that one other 

: Sequence of Activities {ort of placing the aa on ae gi 

1 | 2 3 5 . Ce pa . gram is by a horizontal or vertical 

| Activity Planting the activities for the dia- scale. This method, however, re- 

Lerévity | Time gram in the proper sequence is gen- quires more time in preparation of 

ae |, Heleeidirddewenipiyon Allow erally an exercise in logic. To do it, the diagram, and is not as easy to 
one must know what preceedes and work with. The diagram should be 

& i | Amemibily Cree aa follows a given activity, and what recopied neatly and revised as 

pereaas 06 can be carried on simultaneously needed. Neatness is required for 

G1 Line Availability 150 with it; knowing this, you will be ease of use and should not be over- 

i 3 | acest sui Sketeh 2 able to number your activities in a looked. Two examples of Critical 

3.5 | Brect Seaffold 12 node system. The first number re- Path diagrams are Fig. 7. and Fig. 

36 rneut Pipe . 20M fers to the node at which the activ- 8. Fig. 7. is a first draft drawn from 

15 | Deactivate Line a ity begins and the last number is the worksheet, Fig. 5. Fig. 8. is a 

5 6 Hee i the nade at ce it ae An ex- finished diagram, ready for use, ex- 

Oto | Place valves $ ample of typical node code num- cept for calendar dates. 

sea | Baa Sew: Pipe 32 berings may be found in column 1 
: 1 eee Saar 

0 I Cece Gata 3 of Fig, 9. Selecting the Critical Path 

1012) Insulate 24 
. 

Ht (2 | Pressure Test 6 Making the Diagram Now that the diagram is com- 

13 I Cee | Having compiled the activities, plete, yi Bie rey 10 nd ae 
| their times, we have done-the:most tical Path. To do this we add up 

Figure 5.—Aetivity, Sequence, and ‘difficult tasks in the preparation of the total time for various paths 

Tine ‘Worksheet. Courtesy of Canadian the diagram. Lt is now ready to con- through the diagram, the longest 
Chemical Processing. struct. Using the code, we start at one (or ones being the Critical Path 
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APPLYING THE SCHEDULE 

Q With the diagram completed and 
® projected on to a calendar sched- 

ule, we are ready to use it. Al- 
@) though it is an aid in making deci- 

@ sions, that is all it is; care must be 
taken not to use the diagram as the 
immediate answer to any problem. 

@ Decisions based on the schedule 
6 (\9) ® must therefore be weighed, with re- 

liance placed on such decisions in 
accordance with the validity of the 

ti) (6) \ diagram. 

N (il) Allocation of Finances 

Q \ As a guide to the allocation of 
available finance, the schedule is 
excellent. It is not often that one 

® @ would want to spend extra time or 
Figure 7.—Rough Draft Critical Path Diagram-Drawn From the Worksheet. money on an activity which is 

rushed still would not speed up the 
for the diagram of which there may __ time, the time for the projects on job. Because of this, we are able 
be more than one. Another method __ the Critical Path, and the float time, to see that if the job is to be ex- for very long diagrams is summing thus giving the probable day of — pedited, the extra effort must. go the time between obvious break completing the project. To get the into activities which are on the points. In Fig. 8., node number 9 probable day for completing any — Critical Path, otherwise the extra would be a good point to divide activity, add up the time on the _ effort will not have an effect upon 
the diagram. There may then be _ Critical Path, the activity, and the the length of the project. The ex- more than one Critical Path lead time. If the activity is not on ception is the path which will be- through any section. the Critical Path, add the time to | come “critical” if the Critical Path 

The Critical Path, once chosen, the activity on the longest path. is reduced. If more than one Criti- should then be made to stand out These dates should then be noted cal Path exists, then to speed up in some way, either by a colored or on the diagram. the project we must speed up the dashed line, thus completing the Note: Time on the diagram is activities on all of these paths. You Critical Path diagram. To schedule generaly only actual work time.On — may only shorten a Critical Path the project on the calendar, start at the calendar, then, an allowance until another path becomes critical; the current day, add on the lead must be made for this. (Continued on page 40) 
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Figure 8.—Final Draft Critical Path Diagram. 
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ONLY FORD-BUILT CARS MEET THE CHALLENGE WITH 
I ment Award for engineering excellence which “superbly 

a combines the prime essentials of great automobiles— 

——— performance, reliability, durability, comfort and safety.” 

. % 
Something ecomncleiii s happened to Ford Motor Total performance makes a world of difference. Bodies 

Company cars: Under the freshest styling seen in and frames are solid and quiet even on the roughest 

years, there’s a new kind of durability and vigor that roads, The ride’s so smooth, so even-keeled, it. seems 

more than meets the demands of teria 8 and tomor- to straighten the curves and shorten the miles. And 

row’s high-speed turnpike driving conditions. nothing matches the spirit, sparkle and stamina of 

What’s the secret? Quality engineering for total per- advanced Ford-built V-8’s and thrifty Sixes. Total 

formance. Quality engineering so outstanding that erformance is yours to enjoy in all our 1964 cars—from 
2 y 8 Pp y 

Ford Motor Company received the NASCAR Achieve- the frisky Falcon to the matchless Lincoln Continental. 
pany y 

MOTOR COMPANY 
The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 

WHERE ENGINEERING LEADERSHIP BRINGS YOU BETTER-BUILT CARS 
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/ )4 Our gasoline isn’t 
po = '_ | good enough for 
oo | 7] = | some people...us 

q ’ | | We like to think that American Oil products are 
i. sil . ___ the best you can buy. And they are. We also like 
ois _ ____ to think we can improve the quality of our prod- 
~ 7 | ucts without increasing the cost to the consumer. 
. a _ | ] |. And we do. Consistently. 
—— . a. - _ A considerable amount of work is done in 

: o : testing catalysts and searching for those which 
— co will help produce the types of gasoline our cus- 

— : « tomers want at the price they can afford. 
fF bp One of the people engaged in the research and 

A 7 | Cal development of our manufacturing processes is 
i i ri John Mitchell, 24, a graduate Chemical Engineer 

i ‘ . , from the University of Texas. > . - fx a8 . awit ¢ | > y y : The opportunities for bright young scientists 
i | NU " ~_—siike John Mitchell are virtually unlimited at 
oe a American Oil. American Oil offers a wide range 

_ _ a of new research opportunities for: Chemists— 
_ : analytical, electrochemical, physical, and organic; 
Lo Engineers—chemical, mechanical, and metallur- 

gical; Masters in Business Administration with | | — = . 4 a . i: _ ff 2 * an engineering (preferably chemical) or science 
_ s =§= background; Mathematicians; Physicists. 
_ : : — For complete information about interesting 
J : 7 — 7 careers in the Research and Development Depart- 
_ | - ‘a yo 2 ment, write: J.H.Strange, American Oil Company, 
7 ‘ -__-~P.. O. Box 481, Whiting, Indiana. | 

- | (lf. = 4 PF 2 (a bc resanmaade’ y 

s By ee J 2.8 

: eee we » i ae | oe > 

Bb No # IN ADDITION TO FAR-REACHING PROGRAMS INVOLVING FUELS, - wry LUBRICANTS AND PETROCHEMICALS, AMERICAN OIL AND ITS — * °.: AFFILIATE, AMOCO CHEMICALS, ARE ENGAGED IN SUCH DIVERSIFIED 
a Pj = RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AS: Po “ 

| ~ Organic ions under electron impact @ Radiation-induced reactions @ 
— Physiochemical nature of catalysts @ Fuel cells @ Novel separations 

2 i — _ by gas chromatography @ Application of computers to complex technical 
_ problems @ Synthesis and potential applications for aromatic acids @ 

Ee __ Combustion phenomena @ Design and economics: new uses for present 
Products, new products, new processes @ Corrosion mechanisms @ 

@ Development of new types of surface coatings. 

Maa i. 
STANDARD STANDARD OIL DIVISION 

Ws american o1 company 
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Our world-recognized trademark—‘‘the P&WA eagle’’—has been 

identified with progress in flight propulsion for almost four decades, 

spanning the evolution of power from yesterday’s reciprocating 

engines to today’s rockets. Tomorrow will find that same Pratt & 

Whitney Aircraft eagle carrying men and equipment to the moon and 

to even more distant reaches of outer space. 

Engineering achievement of this magnitude is directly traceable to 

our conviction that basic and applied research is essential to healthy 

progress. Today's engineers at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft accept no 

limiting criteria. They are moving ahead in many directions to advance 

our programs in energy conversion for every environment. 

Our progress on current programs is exciting, for it anticipates the 

challenges of tomorrow. We are working, for example, in such areas 

as advanced gas turbines ... rocket engines... fuel cells... nuclear 

power—all opening up new avenues of exploration in every field of 

aerospace, marine and industrial power application. 

The breadth of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft programs requires virtually every tech- 

nical talent . . . requires ambitious young engineers and scientists who can con- 

tribute to our advances of the state of the art. Your degree? It can be a B.S., M.S. 

or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL e AERONAUTICAL e ELECTRICAL e CHEMICAL and 

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING e PHYSICS ¢ CHEMISTRY e METALLURGY e CE- 
RAMICS e MATHEMATICS e ENGINEERING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS. 

Career boundaries with us can be further extended through a corpo- 
ration-financed Graduate Education Program. For further information 
regarding opportunities at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, consult your col- 
lege placement officer—or—write to Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering 
Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, Connecticut. 

s s 
U Pratt & Wh itney A I rc raft DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP. 

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT A 

FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA An Equal Opportunity Employer 

SPECIALISTS IN POWER... POWER FOR PROPULSION—POWER 
FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE 
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND IN- 
DUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS. 
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The Digital C t 

In Industrial Problem Soluti 

By MICHAEL A. UNGER LE.’64 

= 4 : - Initially, this article will put the History and Growth 

- a co é es Ay a computer in its PEORE! perspective The computer is a postwar de- 

r we . 3) 4 mM today’s industry, indicating its velopment that evolved during the 
Be + & - 4 tOR Operation’ ae m the general application of the scientific 

. i ik — a three main areas: Operations Re- — ethod to industry. One cannot 

- i 9 _ search, Production Process and say definitely whether the com- 
2 \ ie Equipment Control, and_Inte- puter came about to satisfy man- 

grated Data Processing. Subse- agement’s need or whether the 

quently, it will focus on the com- computer was instrumental in al- 
puter in its most extensively used lowing science to enter the man- 

D capacity, that of problem solution, — agement function. Most probably, 
studying — the approach and the two occurred as a result of a 
methods uniquely suited to com- special economic consideration; 

puters. Finally, it considers the high priced labor. Essentially, the 

ey future: uses of the computer computer is a substitute for labor, 
as achieving the ultimate the auto- relieving man of the drudgery of 

Mike's home town is Milwaukee matic industry. It deals with the computation and inventory control. 

and he is a senior in Mechanical problems, road of achievement to The computer's forte is this gubstt: ; 

Engineering. Some of his activities this goal, and the ideal. tution at a lower cost in the long 

include Triangle Fraternity, ASME, Background for this report, in rein: 

and SAE. addition to the sources listed in the Swen Rend and TBM were the 

ib liography, was gathered in at peKty ‘ane level 7 tal , 

least four courses at the University ee oy opment aong 
Mere ee : "with UCLA who devised applica- 

. oo . 7 of Wisconsin in which computer tions. In th 1950's heavy obsoles- 
"Tivw article is directed to applications or theory was covered, ions. In | b a s cae obso| ee 

those interested m the poten: These were: Operations Research, cence was: Realize cue: to genera 

tial of the electronic digital Quality Control and Industrial improvement of te pate Une 

computer .as an aid to decision Statistics, Computer Programming, a: sape oa es out 
making in industry. The word and Machine Design. puts, and improved circuitry. 

“computer” is fascinating. It brings Today, however, the computer 

to mind visions of a thinking ma- stands primarily perfected except 

chine capable of completely con- THE COMPUTER IN INDUSTRY for minor RipeeVe ents or new a 

trolling a huge corporation, keep- In our economy, a product is tachments. Attention is now turn- 

ing track of every movement of useful only when it becomes profit- ing to application and the ultimate 

parts and men, calculating costs able. Thus, the producer is charged result of the completely automated 

and payrolls, and making decisions with finding as many uses for his factory. The United States Steel 

absolutely void of error. If man’s — equipment as is possible to insure Corporation, for example, has a 98% 

scientific effort of the last twenty a profit. In this section, we will automated rolling mill able to op- 

years could be summed up in a focus primarily on the applications erate competitively. This is but one 

word, it would be “computer”. In of the computer in industry. In ad- segment of their whole operation 

reality, however, the computer of dition, we will briefly cover its his- but, certainly, complete automation 

today is limited to certain areas of tory, operation, and effect upon will become a reality in the not to 

industrial application. management. distant future. Executives will have, 
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at their fingertips, probable effects Distinguishing these areas b drawn on the basis of application. | thei ips, ; g g y PE 
of major decisions that have been function, Production Control and We can, however, effect a distinc- 
stimulated on the computer. Integrated Data Processing accom- tion depending upon computer 

plish various functions of a corpo- methods, since the method applied L 1 > PI 
Digital Computer Operation ration while Operations Research in Integrated Data Processing is the 

A d ‘ousl ill handles its problems. reaction-type, not the solution-type 
li AS oa vio tha. Jo, WE) Wa Operations R h involves th found in Production Control. Put- : ; » ‘ r er s Research involves the eng : , Imit ourselves to me general pur Pera vrons CoearGn InyaIVves ting in data corresponding to an ef- pose electronic digital computer. use of scientific analytical methods fect of some sort. the machine. de- 
This system, able z arith- » solve siness management's a er , This system, able ‘o perform arith to solve business: management's pending upon the input, causes metic operations of: addition, sub- problems. These invariably take particular reactions to occur 
traction, multiplication, division, the form of alternative courses of The method can be illustrated . : Kea ccna ’ s ine ss a SEEKS 
and square root, is also capable of action in a situation. The applica- bythe: word SO. Bor example. we 
logic through number comparison, __ tions cited in Table I are, strictly but in the effect that John Smith determining whether a number is speaking, methods. However, some E yo D.. 

hors feel tl i hes . worked 40 hours in a week. Par- larger, smaller, or equal to another authors feel that, since these par- : . : ; icular Is ly I ticular reactions occur depending number. Operations are performed ticular methods can only be ap- ep) op : . . 4, gs upon the “if” of Table II. by the manipulation and transmis- plied to certain characteristic prob- 
si f electrical charges or mag- lems in this area, the words method S100) BE electrical charges or mag ee TABLE II—COMPUTER STEPS IN SOLUTION netic marks. and application are synonymous. 

Fy s ti is vie > s 1. IF he has worked these 40 hours in The computer has five compon- Supporting this inact we shall lews than’8-hour lengths, 
ents: input, output, storage, con- postpone our explanation. 2. IF he is entitled to certain benefits. 
trol, and arithmetic. Production Control deals with 3 IF certain deductions are to be taken, 

. 4 : 4. IF he has a certain rate. Input and output stages receive the predictable cost control of the 
and transmit data and commands __ functions necessary for production. Taking our example one step 
on punched cards, magnetic tape Inventory cost, expressed as an further, we see that, in the event 
(the fastest), or perforated paper equation where: that John Smith has worked 10 
tape. The memory system, capable 1. Timing of production runs, hours a day, production should be 
of storing huge amounts of data us- 2. Changing the run size, rescheduled to a more acceptable 
ing capacitors or similar electronic 3. Sales promotions, level to eliminate overtime cost. 
devices, keeps track of input, refer- * 

ence intermediate or sneer are factors expressed in terms of The Effect of the Computer in = se, eT! a € 3 r struct a + se - aes +, _~ e e Ee 

data. The arithmetic unit. com cost, is minimized by differentiat- Industry is overwhelming. For the 
a F fers Forms ical ing the equation and setting it first time, an abundance of accu- prised of amplifiers, performs cal- squal to zero. In Replacement. > : : : culations in as little as 1/100,000  SGU8 %0 Zero. In’ Aeplacement, rate, up-to-the-minute data is avail- 

at @ Kecond. Contiol is affepted by where remedial action to replace able. Previously, it was not repre- 

directly the other elements, accord. existing capital equipment is de sented because of its massiveness, 
7 : = R = se = r] ine > Sf 2 a] ji 2 js . . : ing: to ‘the input instructions. t6 termined, the same technique a8 not to mention its computational 

Lon ecall an n memory. do used. Production Scheduling, Allo- difficulties. In addition manage- 
int, rece rom memory, a yes eayertl ae TES: I , - 

to actin ar compare y cation and Sequencing solutions ment is relieved of the drudgery of 
s - ? _ ~* are ¢ i i ore) i ¢ inste¢ . soe “ wt : ; are a bit different in that, instead day-to-day operation decisions. 

The overall picture we get of the of a single equation, a matrix ex- This machine, however, is not the 
computer is both large information ists and can be solved using the miracle some think. It has limita- 

hand Me ability and 4 high; ‘com- Linear Programing technique. The tions. It cannot replace the human 
putational speed. These two fea- matrix appears due to the alternate brain in formulating and defining tures form the basis of its applica- paths available in scheduling oper- problems and procedures. Incapa- 
tion in industry. ations to be performed. Allocation — pJe of originality, it can only do as 

A f Industrial Applicati and Sequencing are special areas ordered. It can accomplish a lot, 
Teds ‘oF Tneusttial Application of Production Scheduling; the though, and fast, incredibly fast. 

Digital computers are used in former concems problems resulting This is the computer's forte; here 
three main industrial fields: Opera- from the occurrence of a number we intend to exploit it fully. 
tions Research, Production Control of destinations, the latter deals 
and Integrated Data Processing. with the order or sequence in THE COMPUTER IN PROBLEM 
Table I shows the applications which jobs are to be done. SOLUTION 
within these areas. . . ' : ‘ Integrated Data Processing tries Only certain types of questions 
TABLE 1—COMPUTER APPLICATION AREAS to combine information from all de- we ort a digestion or corpidera: 

APES 3 oe tion of large amounts of data or Operations Research—Simulation, Com- partments into one high-speed Sys weeds exonkive computation are 
petitive Strategies, Dynamic Program- tem so that, ultimately, the effects it ue t " ‘ I hati ‘I “ we, 2 inear -ammai : : ‘ suita © computer solution. In ming, and Linear Programmaing. of one department are immediately additi © those oa lewis: muse be 

Production Control—Inventory Control, reflected in all other departments 2 on 100; Se -PLOD ug, ik ine 
Replacement, Allocation, Production sonra d, Because of ‘this sail subject to mathematical Gescrip- 
Scheduling, and Sequencing. SORESHMER: RECause- 08 | 18 OSI tion. Problems such as repairs and 

Integrated Data Processing—Payroll, Ac- interest, a sharp distinction _be- major machine adjustments still de- 
counting, Production Records, and Cost tween Production Control and Inte- pend on man for their solution. In 
Data. srated Data Processing cannot be this section, we shall first explore g I 
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and equals: 
Rt YR 

I{° ° hence, the cost of holding inventory 

n jee ee oe : ° , 
+ per production run is: 
y leeee eves ooo 

n_ | eeeeee ceceve eecece YC RE 

% oreeceee oovceece evigeeeee where C, is the cost of holding one 

& | saunas cows ecccsceeed seeewewees Lene) 4 : , 
r unit of inventory for one unit of 

covcccsvcece eovecceces ecvcvcccccen : os a 
y time. The cost of holding inventory 

coe cccccccceee cocevevcccvoe eo ccvevecs coed ean ’ 
per unit time is then: 

ccc ccccccceecod\| coceceesecesese\| covesscsccccess 
YC, Ret 

t Time Defining the setup cost per produc- 

Figure 2.—Variation of Inventory with Time. Demand is known and constant. tion run as C,, and the average set- 
up cost as C,/t, we can say the 

the approach common to all com- TABLE IV—METHOD OF MODEL average total cost per time, K, is: 

puter problems: the scientific DEVELOPMENT E = %4C,Rt + C2/t 

method. We shall outline the steps 1. Define the system under study. ff mips , . 

involved in the development of the 2. Define a Measure of Effectiveness, E, Differentiating and setting the deri- 

mathematical model. Last, we will for the system. vative equal to zero yields: 

cover statistical analysis, sketching 3. Construct a model where E_ is ex- t = (2C./C,R)” 
th sine For it ° tt 1 tracing pressed as a function of variables. / 

© reasons for its use anc racing . . - 7 C . . 

ye : lods vised ie . _© 4, Identify the controllable variables, X, Therefore, the optimum production 

the methods used in computer so- and the uncontrollable variables, Yj, run, Rt, is: 

lutions. forming the equation, E = f(X:, Ys), ? 
= — (90. Vy 

5. Solve by maximizing or minimizing Rt=q= (2C,R/C,)” 

ienti the equation. 7 5 F . 

The Scientific Research Approach A The above situation, greatly sim- 8) y 

Phis | —, hue of seven We see immediately the import- plified, is unlikely to occur in real- 

steps given in Table IIL. ance of the differential calculus. Its ity. We shall now consider an al- 

use will be shown in the following ternative situation where the total 

TABLE III—THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD example. demand, D, is specified for a long 

L. Define the real problem. ; crind CE ine. "T" and wane-6f xa 
2. Collect data on the factors allecting Consider the problem of inven- Period of time, T, and runs of Sed 

the results. tory control. We define the system quantity, q, or D/q runs per total 

3. Analyze the data and other informa- as one in which the demand for a time, T, are made, as shown in Fig- 

tion about theiprgblem. certain product is known to be R — ure 3. 
4. Establish a realistic criterion for meas- . s 5 . 

urement of the results, units ; per unit time. | Production Holding cost for T is: 

5. Develop a model representative of the time is assumed negligible and the We 

_ em producer wants to minimize inven- oe +t tt t...tt) = 

6. ‘I est the model on sample problems to tory costs, the measure of effective- I4,Ciq 

insure representation. 7 FG. re dlastrates the Sik . 

7. Integrate the new method into com. Ness. Figure 2 illustrates the situa- and setup cost is: . 

pany operations, Hon. C.D/ gq 

a oo, ; If a production run is made at in- . 
Interest in it here lies in its applica- tervals of t, an amount, Rt, must be finally, the total cost, E, is: 

bony to the problems of manage- produced. The shaded area then E = 4%CiqT + C.D/q 
ment, bringing ; them under the represents: / . a : 

realm of scientific analysis and so- again, differentiating and _ setting 

lution. The approach will be stud- t Idt the differential equal to zero yields: 

ied by considering the development Oo q = (2C2(D/T)/C1)% 

of the model. 

Models, used to define, analyze | 

and solve these questions depend a 
primarily on the operator's skill and 

knowledge. He must construct his z eo ° 

model such that the variables can v jee eos oe 

be manipulated to accurately pre- S [eeed cooed eee 

dict the effects and_interrelation- t [eevee eooces coved 

ships between these factors. Since 2 eovcce cocvccce eoocce 

these variables are, to a degree, an y recesses Cocvcccace eeevccce 

abstraction of a real-life situation Fd:0:005.0.0:6 oe cece eeees ooccecces 

or process, the model-builder must HOSSN es oes aeeesiee ee eowee wees ee eee 

be sure of true representation. He evccccocccce\| covcvecccsevseen eccvcvccccen 

follows a procedure similar to that $1 to ts Time 

of the scientific method and de- 

scribed in Table IV below. Figure 3.—Variation of Inventory with Time. Run size and number of runs fixed. 
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Hence, we get a different answer — The variance is a measure of the number of empty seats at any given 
dependent upon the assumptions variability of the sample and is de- stop. Here, we find, perhaps by ask- 
made. Variations are limitless and __ fined as: ing bus drivers on the route, the 
a fora Ws ee is Se oe V(X) = X(N, — X)2/(X — 1) svete number rr people boarding 
rately to define each variable. This he bus at each stop and some 
is usualy decided on the closeness or the sum of the squares of the — measure of the variability of this 
with which we wish the model to differences between individuals in mean. We then tum to the compu- 
approximate the real situation. In the sample and the sample mean, ter and generate a “history” based 
the previous example, it may be of all divided by one less than the on assumptions concerning the dis- 
little consequence to assume neg- total number in the sample. If the tributions of bus and passenger ar- 
ligible production time. There may sample size is over 30, it makes no __ rivals. On a per bus basis, we can 
be implicit assumptions such as not _ difference if one uses X — lor X__ find the average waiting time of 
allowing for future to fulfill the de- in the divisor. passengers and the number of 
livery schedule. Thus, the develop- The purpose, mentioned above, empty seats on the bus. Table V 
ment of the model is the most diffi- 5. t6 dtaw conclusions about the shows the steps taken by the com- | 
cult step in the solution of compu- universe from the sample. For ex- puter in solving this problemi. 
ter problems due to the inability to ample, we may want to know ; This history provides us, in ad- | 
recognize the complete relationship whether a product is within spe- dition to the average waiting time, | 
of variables. As an aid to overcom- Gif cation and, instead of measuring With an almost absolute assurance | 
ing this difficulty, the theory of the entire output, we take a small that this is a true average based on 
probability is employed so, in ab- sample, measure it, and infer from years of data. Because of the com- 
sence of a clearly defined relation- the sample whether the whole uni- puter’s speed, years of data can be 

ship, a most probable one could be verse is acceptable. calculated in a matter of minutes. 
found, - . Note that we can also change bus 

The computer is used to calcu- schedules, a controlled variable, 
Statistical Analysis and Probability late, in addition to making calcula- without the cost involved in the ac- 

Statistical Analysis recognizes the — HOns determining the quality of tual rescheduling. 
reality of situations in which varia- the output, the mean and Vallance 
bility is the rule rather than the of the sample. If the sample iS large TABLE VAN EXAMPLE OF COMPUTER ‘ or if output is checked often, this SOLUTION USING SIMULATION exception. For example, we say that E ‘ 7° 8 . our best estimate of the demand for represents a considerable savings in As Start with an empty bus. / 

a product is from 102 to 130 pieces time and effort. ~ meee tS fie ston to DIRK wp spas- 
per day, 95% of the time, with 116 Simulation Theory is a special 3. Pick, at random, the number of pas- 
pieces as the most likely demand. type of sampling used whenever it sengers that should be waiting for 
Because of variability, measure- is impossible or too expensive to this rg (they: have pan arriving for 
ments and controls need to be take a sample from the actual uni- a Store the vrumber and the Tenathy of 
based on probability concepts to be verse. It involves the replacement time each waited in your memory. 
most effective. The importance of of the actual universe by its theo- 5. Load the passengers into the bus and 

these concepts is due to the inher- retical counterpart from which sub- go to the next stop. | , 
ent variance of industry. sequent samples are taken. 6 Store the number of empty, seats in 

The use of statistics and proba- For example, say a bus company 7. Repeat 3-6 until the end of the 
bility can best be explained by — schedules buses every 15 minutes 8 eeu 1-7 for a speeified parted of 
means of the techniques used. We — and wants to know the average ana ‘(ays D Sete. Pemoe 
shall discuss four main methods, waiting time of a person along the 9. Recall all’ the people who waited. 
namely: route in addition to the average (Continued on page 42) 

1, Sampling Theory 
2. Simulation Theory 
3. Simplex Method Management Decides 
4. Game Theory Customer 

Order 1. What To Order? Order] 0 Shop 
Sampling Theory is a guide to or 2. When " g 

sample selection that is representa- Market 3. How Many * d | Issue] $ Operations 
tive of the whole, or universe. The Analysis e 
theory assumes that each member 

of the universe has an equal chance 
of being picked for the sample. 

Transabtions With this assumption, inferences 
concerning the universe can be P \ 
made, using two statistics of the Sumanive D Posting 
sample, its mean and variance. The and of 
mean, X, is the measure of central Exceptions y Transactions 
tendency described, for a set of X i 
items, each having a value, Nj, as: ° 

K. = SN /X Information flow in the automatic factory. 
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. ’ 
Today’s engineers shape tomorrow's future—all over the world 

YOUR FUTURE, aswell, is of great interest to United Timely, efficient problem service, facility planning assistance 

States Rubber. With our record of steady growth and con- and design services for U.S. Rubber laboratories and plants 

tinuing diversification, we have a constant need for qualified throughout the world are the goals of service and plant engi- 

engineers and the opportunities we offer are most rewarding. neering. You would be part of a coordinated team of special- 

Our engineering service organizations provide consulting spe- ists operating in such areas as: 

cialists and civil, electrical, mechanical and industrial engi- © Power services arid ‘utilities 

neering services to R&D laboratories and to our manufacturing e El tri al di strib ti 5 . t d - t Is 

plants as well as to our foreign and domestic subsidiaries. ectrical eistrabutlon equipment an oon nos . 

: — : ¢ Stress analysis, structural design and building construction 
Personnel are selected from both within and outside the com- fadustek lb ing and air conditioning 
pany to provide an organization with a diversity of special- ° Industria heating and air conditioning 

ized knowledge. This knowledge covers modern scientific * Process design and design and layout of process equipment 

and engineering techniques in the construction and installa- ¢ Heavy machinery design and installation 

tion of new facilities and the modernization of old. 

UNITED STATES RUBBER 1220 Avenue of the Americas, New York 20, N.Y. 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 

THE FIELD IS WIDE “U.S.” offers a comprehensive variety of career opportunities to those with degrees in Physics, Mathematics 

and Chemistry as well as to Chemical, Mechanical, Industrial and Textile Engineers. Contact your placement office to determine when 

a U.S. Rubber recruiter will visit your campus. Before you decide on your first job, have a talk with him. 
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SALUTE: BOB BUCK 
When a new microwave transmission system was needed Bob joined Michigan Bell back in 1959. And after 
to connect Detroit, Flint, and Lansing, Bob Buck (B.S.E.E., introductory training, he established a mobile radio main- 
1960) designed it. tenance system and helped improve Detroit’s Maritime 

Bob has established quite an engineering reputation in Radio system—contributions that led to his latest step up! 

Michigan Bell’s Microwave Group during his two years Bob Buck, like many young engineers, is impatient to 
there. And to see that his talent was further developed, the make things happen for his company and himself. There 
company selected Bob to attend the Bell System Regional are few places where such restlessness is more welcomed 
Communications School in Chicago. or rewarded than in the fast-growing telephone business. 

" 
43); BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES | 

TELEPHONE MAN-OF-THE-MONTH _ Fr, | 
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Wisconsin Chapter Hosts 20th Annual A.S.C.E. 
Mid-Western Conference 

Members of the American Society of Civil Engineers from eight mid- 

western colleges and universities will gather at the University of Wisconsin, 

Madison on April 23-25 for the 20th Annual Mid-Western Conference. Those 

student chapters participating are from Iowa State College, Michigan College 

of Mining and Technology, North Dakota State College, South Dakota State 

College, University of Iowa, University of Minnesota, University of North 

Dakota and the University of Wisconsin. 

Each year since 1944 the members have made a significant gain in foster- 

ing desirable relations among the student chapters as well as among the student 

bodies of their respective schools. The conference's prime objective is to further 

the knowledge of the standards and ethics of the engineering profession. It is 

around this nucleus that the program at Wisconsin has been constructed. 

Headlining the conference this year is a panel discussion on “What Is Ex- 

pected of the Graduate Engineer?” Representatives of various aspects of engi- 

neering will present their views on the subject. Representing government will 

be E. P. Fortson, Jr. Chief of Hydraulics Division, Waterways Experimental 

Station, Speaking for the contractors will be W. A. Klinger. Thomas M. Niles 

will represent the consulting engineers. Representing industry will be John 

Gammel of Allis Chalmers. 

Several tours have been planned to acquaint visitors with the University’s 

engineering facilities. Included will be the nationally known Forest Products 

Laboratory and the University Reactor Laboratory. To insure that one does 

not forget that he is still in civil engineering, inspection of materials testing as 

well as electronic and high-precision surveying equipment will also be shown. 

Members may participate individually by entering the student paper con- 

test. Each paper submitted is to be written on a technical or professional civil 

engineering subject. First prize is $20.00 and a one year subscription to AS.C.E. 

journals of all technical divisions. 

While the conference is sure to provide a technical atmosphere, the cal- 

endar of events does include an adequate amount of social events and banquets 

—a necessity for today’s technical man. , 

Officers and advisors for this conference, to which recognition is surely due 

are: Dwight Zeck, President; Edgar Doss, Vice President; Jerry Bizjak, Secre- 

tary; Rod Nilles, Treasurer; and advisors, Professor E. C. Wagner, Richard 

Dopp and Dennis McMillan. 
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Career mobility, based on the ability to ae: / well as sites around the world, provide develop in the direction of your best Spy an environment permitting planned talent or interests, is made possible growth — personally and professionally. for you at Sylvania Electronic Systems. Three parallel paths of advancement You will actively contribute to advanced work offer the opportunity to progress as a technical spanning disciplines and areas such as earth/space manager, technical specialist or program/project communications; electronic reconnaissance, detec- manager — all with equal rewards. tion, countermeasures; radar; information handling; Sylvania Electronic Systems is a major division aerospace; and complex systems for military com- of Sylvania Electric Products Inc., supported by the mand and control. impressive technical and financial resources of the Nineteen interrelated research and advanced de- parent company, General Telephone & Electronics velopment laboratories throughout the country, as Corporation. 

SYLVANIA etecrrowic systems 
Government Systems Management (Sas) 

for GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS. 

For further information see your college placement officer or write to Mr. Robert T. Morton 
40 SYLVAN ROAD—WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS 

An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Kathy is a freshman majoring in English and Spanish. Her home 

town is La Crosse, and one of her favorite pastimes is swimming. 

The Saturday morning when she posed for these pictures, at the 

Triangle Fraternity House, this brown haired, green eyed beauty 

captured the interest of every engineer who had managed to roll out 

of the sack before 10:30 a.m. 
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TOWARD YOUR Ee a S mg DEGREE 

Dedicated to the principle that in order to be a good Engineer a person must 

know a little bit about everything. In this section exvect to find anything 

ranging from the history of Zoroastrianism to how to select a wedding ring. 

t x01 Ff 

WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEN 

HE difference between men 
and women is even greater 

al? > than you may think. 
SZ By examining any one of the 

oO “5 body’s approximately 30 trillion 
¢ WEB j cells. a scientist. ce ‘ll if it be VY é : SS cells, a scientist can tell if it be- 

Y 2 longs to a man or a woman. 
GN \ A ° RE \\\ Wy, “ 

\ n ( ivy 4 3 *s A man’s brain is slightly heavier 

Wi “neo || Vo) jj Bevooooe” than a woman’s, and the average 
Ye, Ws Ee Y / ( red-blooded American male has 10% 

Rs ¢ Bo SAO as : more red blood cells than his fem- 

Ny ) ) (a OS WG inine counterpart. A woman’s heart 
Fi “a ZV \9 a beats eight to ten time more per 
bays (K ey minute than that of her current 

f/)'! Nexo SF AY’ a.) va < heart-throb; if both live average life 

« Ss \S wW AK ne spans, she'll tick off some 300,000, 
\ “i A \ 000 more heartbeats than he will! 

/ iy “Straight from the shoulder” is a 

5 y n [ male attitude. A man’s arms do 

hang that way; in women, there’s a 
o : ; >) definite bend at the elbow so that 

C LTD, £, ) the lower arm extends outward at 

i C9 oe, an angle. Similarly, a man’s thighs 

and legs are in a straight line while 
a woman, by comparison, seems 

“La difference” between men and women is greater than you may think: women knock-kneed; her legs bend inward 
are more easily hypnotized than men—and more apt to suffer migraines. Men’s vocal at the knee. 
cords are longer and thicker, but girl babies speak earlier and more clearly than boy Relative , . 4 woman hag 
babies. And science has proved that women’s tear ducts are twice as active as those elative to a man, a woman has 
of men! a longer head, but a shorter neck; 
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shorter limbs, but a longer trunk; It may also be useful to recall the _ test administered to a test group by a seated woman is relatively taller experiment made by two eve spe- psychologists Lewis M. Terman than a seated man. Her thumb is cialists who fastened narrow strips and Catherine Cox Miles. It was comparatively shorter, her index of filter paper to the lower eyelids found that the word “closet” re- finger longer, and her wrist swivels of 231 men and women, The damp- minded most male subjects of with more ease—explaining why ness of the paper after five minutes “door,” most women of “clothes.” women excel at delicate manual revealed the individual’s capacity “Charm tended to make women work. for tears. Guess what? The female think of “beauty” and men of Though a man’s vocal cords are tear ducts proved almost twice as “snake!” When the word “home” longer and thicker than a woman's, active as those of the men! was mentioned, women thought 
she apparently gets in not only the Color blindness affects one man “happy, men more prosaically of last word, but the first one, too. in every 25, but only one woman in house. 
Girl babies tend to speak a little 250. Even as tiny babies, females Which sex is really smarter?” In earlier than boys, and to utter more are apparently more color-con- general intelligence, men and comprehensible words. Stu dying scious; in tests made on_ infants women seem about equal, accord- children in the same social brack- aged five and a half months to 24 ing to those who have studied re- ets, psychologists found that little | months, more girls than boys sults of modern IQ tests. However, girls use longer sentences than little grabbed for the brightly colored more men than women to be found boys! Speech therapists say that discs in preference to the gray ones. at either intellectual extreme. More stuttering is two to ten times as So far, there’s no conclusive evi- males fall into the “feeble-minded” common in males as in females. dence as to which sex has the category, But in a survey of excep- 

Here’s an interesting fact to re- | keener sense of smell. Both sexes tionally gifted children (1Q's of 132 
member next time you get involved enjoy fragrance of the right type: and over) psychologist Terman in an argument with your sweet- according to researchers men use a found about 120 boys for every 100 
heart or spouse; each sex tends to surprising $44 million worth of girls that met the minimum re- hear its own voice better! A wom- scented _after-shave lotion each quirement. 
an’s hearing is keener than a man’s year. Women, according to Dr. Justus in higher frequency ranges, while Differences in male-female psy- J. Schifferes in the Family Medical man’s ears pick up low notes more chology showed up interestingly on — Encyclopedia, are more easily hyp- readily. a multiple-choice word-association (Continued on page 47) 

fem\CIVIL ENGINEERS: (Go i. = _aa NG Prepare for your future in highway 
Aa ata Rhee engineering — get the facts about new 
f aie 7 i jim DEEP-STRENGTH (Asphalt-Base) pavement 

Ae “a P J yr 7. a 4 if j Modern pavement engineering has taken a “giant step 
ay #£ = i Ly y forward” with DrEp-SrrenctH Asphalt construction for new A oy , 7 ye ; roads and streets. There is a growing need for engineers oy a 3 o | \iA : sf with a solid background in the fundamentals of Asphalt St) Plwee. A ’ 4 y. technology and pavement construction as new Inter- Aad, —j X le lan fe state and other superhighways in all parts of the 

—— ae i i. , country are being built with advanced design 7 TPS ee ON) DEEp-STRENGTH Asphalt pavement. 
Z » . " ee Si é.j Your contribution—and reward—in our nation’s - . uy vast road-building program can depend on your Z ps ‘ 7 knowledge of modern Asphalt technology. So | Jt y : N prepare for your future now. Write us today 

te Ss . THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, cotege park, Maryland . % 
y L SS yi <y | su: xamaecwiemiec. OY yy a (e* I THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, College Park, Md. I 

a Uf . ae” I Gentlemen: Please send me your free student I eS cece anne nnn eR NY an I library on Asphalt Construction and Technology. | a iii RS oe I I a, | cunss 
FY siewtl . = - ff. ' ADDRESS 
a EL “843, ll J cry. staTe—______ 

tt a ae eh, Dan a 
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The MAPI System The MAPI system attacks an Sample Problems and Their 

(Genin wil fT jE 19) equipment replacement problem in Solutions 

© two stages: (1) determining the The late delivery is always a 

struction of a new plant or other next-year operating advantage from problem on any construction job. It 

extensive expansion. Because of the the project, and (2) determining may or may not delay the work of 

huge investment involved, major the rate of return from the invest- men, and the decision of what to 

projects warrant detailed studies ment. It is in the second stage that do if a delivery threatens to be late 

and call for another analytic sys- MAPI is unique in its approach to is often a hard one to make; the 

tem. investment analysis. Critical Path diagram, however, 

In looking further at the MAPI The MAPI Urgency Rating is the can be applied here with little ef- 

system as compared to other in- result of the analysis. “It is a meas- fort. In Fig. 9., activities 1-4 and 

vestment analysis systems, a word ure of the current urgency of the 1-9, are deliveries, one on the Criti- 

can be said about the “intangibles” project. By the same token, it is the cal Path, the other on a “slack 

of the MAPI system. “Intangibles” factor for ranking the project with path.” If both deliveries were about 

is a relative term. Things that Ter- others in order of urgency.”'® to be delayed by three days, but 

borgh calls intangibles are called Many of the false assumptions could be delivered on time at some 

this because in his system they can’t upon which the traditional systems added. expense, would it be worth- 

be calculated. However, in another are based have been eliminated in while to have them delivered on 

system some of them can be calcu- the MAPI system. However, MAPI time? For 1-4 the expense would 

lated and therefore are not intangi- has still included many assumptions be justified since it is on the Criti- 

bles to that system. of its own in its system, and it is cal Path and will delay the project. 

A final word of evaluation con- necessary to have a good under- Delivery 1-9, however, is not on 

cerns the way MAPI and other sys- standing of these before using the the Critcal Path, and will not be- 

tems differ in approaching the un- MAPI system extensively for in- come critical until the 56th day of 

ae aspects of investment vestment analysis. the project. Therefore it is unneces- 

analysis. ‘To overcome the uncer- |= ———— sary even to think about speeding 

tainty of the future, MAPI makes “George Terborgh, nt ily Hei this delivery as it would have No 

simplifying assumptions, some of tae Ear che ied Prods fect ion the project outcome. It is 

: nn Fa i to oy ca — to use ae time to make up 

rom the analysis. MAPL does no we . a difference of three days, espe- 

gay what to do if given a problem Critical Path Technic cially so early in a ampicee, Keeuiie 

_.. with as estimated next year (Continued from page 23) a whole crew idle for three days 
‘ apati a aq He for ¢ + 

Y Be earn dlotebution =" "here as the longest overall path through ie ee aie 

aie ew avetenig which wilize com- the system will still control the =" | shing Ty. 
it en atl do oat hen os renm length of the project. Because of z pen a company cule od 

simplifying assumptions as MAPI. this, it will be easy to decide where the i silable “ at - . P an fie 

In short, it would appear from to spend any extra funds, where to Es a, Ai 7 me a Te: 

this brief evaluation that the MAPI send the extra truck, or the extra ions ¢ ‘4 I ved be adhere 

system does give a more accurate men. ining then sndl natin the Oath 

pee wp Aerie aed Adjustment of the Schedule cal Path of each, One may clearly 

ponies ta cach re verso. dit at beer pra at of 
cach system has some merits in 20 ne will want to change them; — each ve combine to form the most 

particular situations and should not therefore the schedule mney’ have to works ue + wont de Nemours res 

be forgotten completely in favor of be adjusted from time to time. Such Senn t 7 vy le ce various 

the MAP! system. What is needed adjustments may be because of a P vh, lak were able to spot a 

in an investment analysis is not a speed-up in progress, or a more me roe ‘1 action al waals cnchs 
formula specialist, but a_ profes- realistic picture of the conditions. ee a a ea two months 

sional who can select and use the For changes 7 conditions noe ae ear ¥ wa Gialy’ 2. DY DE 

proper system or technique to solve counted for in finat time, all that is a dvantaves of the Critical 

the problem, required is a change of time on the es fad ees YI the : tea 

Because of the inadequacies of diagram. If the change is too ex- at me roe ee the y weir x 

traditional replacement analysis tensive, ‘then perhaps a new data ee ‘ eel me ie : wk a “a 

systems, the MAPI system was for- sheet will have to be made pad, aed ren oe y aaa ned 
mulated: The MAPI system is de- from this, a new diagram. If the . so as ae See 

signed to yearly analyze investment change disturbs the Critical Fak a re “ he ° “er we 

projects and obtain’ their ranking — USS it 16 shift'te anew position, — ee petween actly: 

or priority. ‘The system applies a the diagram should be changed, or sand it oe hal me ce 

one year test, which derives an redrawn if necessary, to show the ond mes —_ ‘0 1 ee 

after tax rate of returm on the net ney Gnittcal Path. Due shonld nate on id i . eo oe anon 

investment of the project, as com- here that it is unnecessary to * re ¢ a an aN Se he 

pared to going on without the pro- change the schedule fo account tor check d agai ‘ ans hh ook = es 

‘act. for One more “year: minor discrepancies in time esti- ENEe ed against each ot ver in de- 

inal 4 mating, as these should be allowed ciding on the best one, again made 

= HL O. Davidson, for in float time. (Continued on page 42) 
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WHERE’S GARRETT? aM 

EVERYWHERE! Here are a few of the ways U.S. defense and Space progress are being helped 
by Garrett-AiResearch: IW SPACE—Environmental control systems; auxiliary power systems; advanced 

space power systems; research in life sciences. JN THE AIR—Pressurization and air conditioning 
for most of our aircraft; prime power for small aircraft; central air data systems; heat transfer equipment 

and hundreds of components. ON LAND—Auxiliary power systems for ground support of 
aircraft and missiles; standard generator sets; cryogenic systems; ground support instrumentation and controls. 

ON THE SEA— Auxiliary, pneumatic and electrical power for ships; auxiliary power systems 
and air conditioning for hydrofoil craft. UNDER THE SEA—Environmental systems for submarines 

and deep diving research vehicles; pressurization systems, computers 
and control systems for submarines and underwater missiles. 

For further information about many interesting project areas and career 
Opportunities at The Garrett Corporation, write to Mr. G. D. Bradley at 
9851 S. Sepulveda Bivd., Los Angeles. Garrett isan equalopportunity employer. 

THE FUTURE IS BUILDING NOW Aw (C77 Ts gg 

7 < 
e 

Los Angeles - Phoenix ta . 
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Critical Path Technic The Simplex Method and Game cost, hoping for a high return on 

Theory are used to solve problems its investments. In the future, how- 

(Continued from page 40) . . I ’ 
in Linear Programming and Com- ever, as business becomes more 

possible by the Critical Path petetive Strategies. Both involve a competitive, the problem of cost 

mothwds large amount of tedious work to will loom large. The main chal- 

The Critical Path method is also solve a set of m linear equations lenge, here, is to keep the change 

very. easy to work with i that SIE matrix algebra. As is preval- orderly and cooperate with other 

schedule adjustments ate ‘easily ent in matrix algebra, solution companies as techniques advance 

made, requiring little work other methods employ algorithms (meth- to prevent the collapse of competi- 

than a few additions of numbers ods Presented without proofs) and, tors. 

4 : - for this reason, are not presented : 
Du Pont de Nemours reports that 2 I tee Psychological Problems, today, 
heir experi , here both because of length and in- a. i las ° 

their experience show that a 40% a : are evidenced with misgivings con- 

hi fav solansewill Pee ability trace these methods using : : i 
change in plans will require only @  |ogie’ Suffice i cerning future job security. The 

yy, . ; ogic. Suffice it to say that, by pro- : 
10% change in the schedule. It 4 ? major problem seems to be one of 

ould REG CAY A gramming these procedures on the 5, . 
would require a 100% change in any : employment, since automation may 

rene ; computer, an enormous amount of 
conventional plan. sme and efor ene reduce factory labor by as much as 

‘The Critical Path also leads to time and effort can be eliminated. 75%. Quantitative questions such 

+ Critical Path also leads te b. antite ‘ ss 

economy. The plan in general leads The computer cannot save us the as: “What will tomorrow’s worker 

to a more economical allocation of work of setting up the model but it do?” and “Where will he be dis- 

the available resources. In plant 8? solve the effectiveness equation —_ placed—if at all?” are not as im- 

shutdowns, the shutdown time is with each combination of the ele- portant as the qualitative question 

generally much less if the Critical ments in the matrix. Remembering of: Will the worker feel that he is 

Path is used than it would be with- these solutions, it then compares making a positive contribution to 

out such a plan, Du Pont again re- each to determine the maximum: OF the product if future jobs consist 

ports favorable experience in_ this minimum, which ever is called for. only of button pushing?” The suc- 

line, indicating that the method can Please note that the computer is cess of this revolution will depend 

save an estimated $500,000 for a used only in relief of the mechan- heaviest on management's solutions 

large company every year, just in ics & ue problem. oat for- in this area. 

aH RGHTATICE:S me mulate the matrix or the effective- ini 
maintenance shutdowns. ness equation Knowledge and the Engineer are 

The Critical Path system is more ss ene , the keys to success, just as manage- 

widely adaptable than just plant ment needs to become more scien- 

maintenance, being usable on any THE COMPUTER IN THE FUTURE tific orientated, so too, does the en- 

project which involves the comple- ‘ . sineer need to become more peo- 

tion of an inter-related series of ae The fiture piotnises the et- le orientated. Engineers ahi fly’ 
tivities. Some of tl esfound f6t tended use of the computer in the bi . eels: : 
ivities. Some of the uses found for maromation of thé entire factor will be responsible for the har- 

* - 2 ciintiie: zs ins eee a a > ?. 2 acl , . : c 

it right now are: (1) construction aven telieving middle management monious meshing of the computer 

and maintenance, (2) retooling : : ; eee into the gears of industry with a 

roms. (3) | ( lume prod & of the task of decision-making. eo AS Be oe 
programs, (3) low-volume produc- This eruption of the status quo minimum of disruption of profits 

tion scheduling, (4) budget plan- . > Status qui and labor. The future engineer will 

in. (5) ne oT luc ee 7 36 presents tremendous problems in and labor. The future enginee 
ning, (5) new product launchings, the cost, knowledge and psycholog have to be aware of all the factors 

(6) assembly and testing of elec- een " ed PYG i i ¢ ati r 
ass ya s . é ; 5 nvolved in the automation revolu- 

ionic systems, ad, (7 5 an, Wate ical areas. In this section, we will  'PY°'V® 7 auromai 
onic systems, and (7) even mis- attempt to deal wtih these prob tion to be able to supervise the re- 

sile a rocer res There € os Se e : 2am . 

sile countdown procedures. rhere lems » offering a solution ohbse location and retraining of person- 

are an infinite variety of jobs to auentl we eal sresent the anit nel to maintainance and other op- 

which the method can be applied, stad Reekor: em “th . fies f erations. He will have to overcome 

and for this reason most engineers information ee vh ‘ . Nl a ° the resistance to change and con- 

vil find it advantageous to know . MB ENE (rants solidate the diversity of attitudes. 

row to use it. 3 5 > wi acc is is fee 
Problems in Achievement He will accomplish this feat 

a 1 1 through education both of himself 

The three areas of difficulty. 5 oe areas ulty, and others. 

The Digital Computer mentioned above, are effects di- 

(Continued from page 31) rectly attributable to the introduc- The Automated Factory 

/ tion of the computer into industry. This ultimate goal is, in effect 

Lo, Add vase who waited. Managements, today, are vying ; ehini : Oni letal stitox 

11. Add the waiting time: f » pas- x . onpinte > one machine completely a - 

ware waiting times, of the pas with each other for the privilege of mated. It will process information 
rs . . . . . ie id = - 

12. Find the average by division of 11 een a this high cost race regarding customer orders, inven- 

J of automation. ; : 
13 % i ul uu au tories, production control, and pay- 
Be scall the © t LCOS. 7 1 . . ad 

i4 1% 1 Or ERE SRECES The Cost of Computing is borne roll data. The system, shown be- 
. Find how many times the bus was a oe ae ; i i 5 

full. by many areas in industry but low, is unique because it leaves to 

15. Find the average number of empty chiefly by research, engineering management the descretion of 

6 sent. ‘ii / ; and production profits. Today, it starting with broad overall objec- 

” Genet pene nt) my mies ee isn’t a major problem, even though tives completely apart from an ex- 
5% srcent), schedule buses O C C at i r Q 

_« Tannniitesaplit aiid FeBeNt 1-15 computers are far from profitable, isting mechanical system or at a 

17. Find the optimum schedule. because industry can afford the (Continued on page 47) 
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9 mL. Shotts, BSME Univer | a a. 
sity of Illinois, 1963, inspects ») . . -. . a 
wear patterns on a herringbone a y _. : iS / 
gear after dynamometer test- we . r 7; 2 . 
ing. This gear is part of a new b y > _ | | po — ” 2 . 

reduction gear assembly being i _  .- ¢ gO | 

developed for advanced ver- _ YY ree en eS : . 
4 " a 

sions of the Allison T56 turbo \ 7 

prop. — as 
ee he 

aw Se _ 
_ ». | . “aa 2 wr ‘ 
ee 7 a ae _ gal 
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engineers find additional means of improving perform- 

AT AL | § 0 N ance and reliability. 

In addition to leadership in the turboprop area, 

Allison also is making great strides in the development 

@ For L. D. Shotts, the move from the University of of nuclear energy conversion projects, including a com- 

Illinois was a natural. L. D. had learned of the work pact, mobile nuclear reactor and an energy depot con- 

Allison is doing in advanced turbine engine develop- cept which will permit manufacturing of fuel “‘on the 

ment. Particularly, he was impressed with Allison’s as- spot” for military field units. 

signment to develop the T78 regenerative turboprop Well-qualified, young engineers will find unlimited | 
engine. opportunities in the long-range, diversified energy con- | 

The T78—selected by the Navy for anti-submarine version programs at Allison. Talk to our representative 

aircraft—utilizes turbine exhaust heat to raise the tem- when he visits your campus. Let him tell you what it’s 

perature of compressor discharge air, resulting in in- like in the creative environment at Allison where En- 

creased fuel economy for extended long-range and on ergy Conversion Is Our Business. 

station aircraft capability. An equal opportunity employer 
Air-cooled turbine blades, another Allison achieve- 

ment, mark a significant advance in turbine engine Allis on GM 

state of the art. And, the workhorse of turboprops, the nee 
¥ 4 THE ENERGY CONVERSION DIVISION OF Allison T56, continues to set new standards as our GENERAL MOTORS, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 
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—— a - oo == oe i George Fitzgibbon is a Senior Experimental 

s oo Oe ia ee = Chemist at Delco Radio. He’s pictured here examin- 
a tt .. -= — 2 ing silicon rectifier sub-assemblies for microscopic 
—— ..CrCS—SCrts—“‘i‘<i<i‘i‘i‘i<—i SS .mhmhmrmCmCmCmCmCmCmCmSCmmUmUmU : : - | 4 | a oe solder voids during the development stage. 
_ | oe ~~. eae siost George received his BS in Chemistry from the 
ee ea oo _ = =. — University of Illinois prior to joining Delco Radio. 

fr . Hace 3 _ - . _ _. As he puts it, “I found, at Delco, an opportunity to 
a. — oF . Dl 2 take part in a rapidly expanding silicon device de- 

- ee / S velopment program. The work has proved to be 
_ . — challenging, and the people and facilities seem to 

‘ — ae yo stimulate your best efforts.”’ 

: | | . E : ] The young graduate engineer at Delco will also 

: Pe _ find opportunity—and encouragement—to continue 
. work on additional college credits. Since our incep- 

a o , tion, we’ve always encouraged our engineers and 

a ; oe scientists “to continue to learn and grow.” Our 
a Tuition Refund Program makes it possible for an 

a. pe eligible employee to be reimbursed for tuition costs 
i — of spare time courses studied at the university or 

ool Se lege level. Both Purdue and Indiana Universities oo De ee COLSBE JEV ers ROLE UEOUSS : a S os offer educational programs in Kokomo, and Purdue oe sts I «tai i ini ee trt—s=i a maintains an in-plant graduate training program for 
_ SS ee Delco employees. 
= | - = i ~~ 98 . eel — .... q ex, & Like George Fitzgibbon, you too may find chal- rr er & oo  . : 8 : a ; eo _ . - . lenging and stimulating opportunities at Delco Radio, 

ee oo: — | in such areas as silicon and germanium device de- 
2 7. — my velopment, ferrites, solid state diffusion, creative 

So : ._ |... packaging of semiconductor products, development 
- — i of laboratory equipment, reliability techniques, and - —_ quip 
I _ - applications and manufacturing engineering. 

a — 8 8s _ If your training and interests lie in any of these 
eee : oo : areas, why not explore the possibilities of joining 

e 8 this outstanding Delco—GM team in forging the 
Se : : . a future of electronics? Watch for Delco interview 2 A 

oe 5 _— dates on your campus, or write to Mr. C. D. Long- 
oa 

i ivisi eae ae a shore, Dept. 135A, Delco Radio Division, General 5 rr rr s—<—<‘C . . : ae oo ee eo Motors Corporation, Kokomo, Indiana. 
oe. ee 

é An equal opportunity employer 
solid state electronics@ 

f Vv DeE.Lco Rapio Division oF GENERAL Morors CORPORATION 
X J Koxomo, INDIANA 
v 
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Your life at Du Pont | one of a series for technical men 
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Arm yourself with facts about Du Pont 

These booklets helped persuade some 700 new B.S. graduates TECHNICAL MEN WE'LL NEED FROM THE CLASS OF '64 
to join us in 1963. It was mostly a matter of getting facts. Chemists Industrial Engineers 

For example, if you want to start your career in a certain Chemical Engineers Civil Engineers 
section of the country, you'll find that Du Pont—with facilities Mechanical Engineers Physicists 
in 28 states—will try to accommodate you. Electrical Engineers 

If you’re interested in growth for what it can mean to you PSR ee 
personally, you'll be interested to know that our sales have Hl ; 

increased 750% since 1937. You've probably heard that R&D =! ron Ne Pont * ea saree 
expenditures are a good indicator of a company’s future success. | emours Building, Wilmington, Delaware 19898 i 
We spend $90 million a year on it, $60 million of which goes { Please send me the literature indicated below. | 

straight, into “pioneering researc" the discovery of new | OB at coe ee OE tee | scientific truths and new materials. ; i [] Engineers at DuPont on Du Pont, July, 63. | 

Our booklets will answer most of your preliminary questions. | CJ Chemical Engineers at Du Pont | 

Later—or even now if you wish—we can talk specifics by letter, | CJ Also please open in my name a free STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION \ 
or face to face. Why not write us or send our coupon? We'd i to ihe onarceONINE bu Pant Magazine—the official bi-monthly f 
like to know about you. 1 publication of ie Du Pon /ompany. i 

| Name. = 
I 1 
i Class. Major. Degree expected ' 

* Rous earorr \ College. | 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING | iy address ! 
y ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY I / a | 

; city Zone. State \ 
An equal opportunity employer Loupe 
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ON 

A SEMICONDUCTOR LASER plication of an electric current. nology, having developed the first 
One of tie sense the about This differs from the older ruby — junction-diode laser to operate in 

the laser is tliat mi0re wuoher and crystal and gas lasers in that the the visible region of the spectrum. 
AIOE WEN HIOURe are baie soured direct application of electric cur- Presently extending his  experi- 
into research on the davies itself rent makes the use of flash lamps mental program on these lasers in 
than on its proposed applications or gas discharges unnecessary to the Electrical Engineering Re- 
Not nese the rabid devaly onrenié of __ Stimulate the production of coher- search Laboratory, Dr. Holonyak 
the transistor he 50 rich scien- ent light. has a working model which is so 
tific and engineering interact bee At the University of Illinois a tiny that hundreds of them can be 

a . we ee ea Tbe . team of researchers, is presently put in a thimble. Measuring 1/100” 
turned to such a specialized re- . . > 
SEARCH: AEA engaged in the study of these new _ long, 1/50” wide, and 1/200” high, 

Only three years ago the first semiconductor lasers. Professor this tiny speck has the ability to ' 
working lnses was developed iy Holonyak has been a pioneer achieve any wavelength between 

& tas as e Leg + . me east she 2 4 ‘ a oe engineers at Hughes Aircraft Com- worker in junction laser tech 8400 and 6400 angstrom units. In 

pany. In the “early” lasers the spe- 
cialized coherent light was created 
when an electron made a_transi- y 
tion between two sharply defined : ' 
energy levels. Coherency means a ie 
that all the waves making up the GALLIUM ARSEMIDE PHOSPHIDE: 
light are in step with each other— : ss 
crest to crest and trough to trough. junction reset 

For the first two years, most lasers N-TYPE a é 
utilized ruby crystals or noble iS a 
gases as the principal feature of = Page oe oe , 
their make-up. However, in the fall pee 

of 1962 a new type of laser, a semi- —T patie 4 
conductor P-N junction laser, was A Lge POWER SOURCE —=— 
introduced. In this laser the light \\ 
results from electron — transitions * 
between the edges of broad energy = 
bands. These “junctions” are ’ 

pumped by feeding electrons into Junction-diode lasers similar to the one in this drawing are currently studied 
one side of the junction and holes in the University of Illinois Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory 
into the opposite side by direct ap- under contracts sponsored by the U.S. Air Force. 
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addition, the laser developed by The heart of the TM6 is the The Digital Computer 
Holonyak is remarkably efficient, — servo-controlled hydraulic loading 
compared to ruby or gas lasers, in system, with a closed-looop (feed- (Continued from page 42) 
Tight and # nequtes ise ad back) control system to operate certain level, focusing on specific 

tle accessory equipment to put it the high-response servo valve. bottleneck situations. 

into operation. The current in this —a eounnS con he it This description is by no means 
miniature laser can run up and °# In steps, oscillatory or complex a utopia for man. If anything, as 
down at kilomegacycle rates. This functions of time. The same com- with the industrial revolution, 
means that the laser is thus more ™and may be made to control more responsibility will be placed 
versatile than previous lasers be- either a load or an extension in on his shoulders. Just as the indus- 
cause it has a much higher speed. length simply by selecting which trial revolution relieved man’s mus- 

Dr. Holonyak and his group at Sensing device (load cell, gage le fe re mail ert eevelanion 
the University of Illinois are pres- feng sexiemnocmier we loadine will be found ‘for ‘this thing called ently concentrating on improving ram position) is used as the feed- man : ae 
the design of the junction-diode back signal. , 

laser. Their emphasis, like the em- In operation, the movable table OO dye Sway ly re th 9 Toward Your BS. Degree 
on attempting to understand this ees "ton om 7 5 hala i . (Continued from page 39) 
device better. Applications ranging co ie to nore inter 4 mr fhom the wise: oF lasers for ain changeable load cells of capacities notized than men. They are some- 
proved TV communications net- from grams to tons. Tension or what more apt to suffer from mi- 

work to its use as an advanced tool — COMPression loading i obtented en ee ' ‘Gal De 
for human surgery have been pro- simply by controlling the table oe vicuim, according fo Dr. posed by researchers in ite bela lownward or upward from the ini- Schifferes, is a little woman with 

but few of the devices have tial nen-loadl Position. Tension, aig i smooth complexion 
tually been put to use. Most laser — COMPFESSIOn oF fluctuating lageng and perfectionist SOR 
researchers, like Dr. Holonyak, feel for fatigue or hysteresis testing is Woman are sick about 20% more 

that possible applications for i pass at ates pi #8 -1000' eyeles teal 2 ak e vet at ao ae the 
are potentially vast; therefore they Peo mune. cane oe a - at Teast 254 
feel no constraint about concen- Because the control console is ower than the male's! . trating on design improvements be- entirely separate from the test bed, Is it ever a man s world? Yes— 
for turning their attention to spe- remote operation is possible for few people realize that 105 boys are 
cific applications. testing of dangerous materials. born for every 100 girls. 

ee ae erg meats me eee a oe pants 

UNIVERSAL TESTING MACHINES ot ji / | eons 
DETERMINES THE ‘WHY’ OF te eee e 

PRODUCT FAILURE oop | Ee. ae ae 
A servo-controlled testing ma- aa Ay beac | | ~ s 

chine to determine not only when | i | et | \ 
a product fails but why it fails, is a oD wo 1 . _ = re RK 
now available from MB Electron- ey te = =. S| ee 
ics, ve | 4 Lee => 

Product failure is just one of the i ce " = 7 == 
investigations that can be run on i a. Se 
the Model TM6 Universal Testing i a. - 
Machine. The machine can assist : h > 
research, development or produc- : A - . 
tion engineers in studying the be- _ i 
havior of practically any material — 
including metals, plastics, elastom- wa 
ers, ceramics, cloth and paper. It ce ri 2 2 a 
can test for tension or compression ee oe Ne : ; ‘ 
at uniform strain or load rates, rs ee ~~ eos oS CON eer 
bending, creep, creep-relaxation, EES EER ON eae oe 
recovery, fatigue cycling, hystere- One of the first installations of the TM6 Universal Testing Machine is at a labo- 

ss or any test requiring the ap- MOM devoted to development of miss, Here, mater and pats for mise 
plication of a precisely known and test bed is in the center. At the right is the electronic control console. At the left 
controlled force or deflection. is the power source and controller for tests conducted under high temperatures. 
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d Consider John Deere where do your interests lie? In ce 

0 you RCAC eam UMC CNT CUMC UTC Lc eam IR CMU LCL Am LSU Co SPI 

. aspects of industry? 

pictu re (OTTO an CCM OO Leet mT TSC OA LOCUS OLS 

FeicoMm eli Team IE UTOLe LO OTecl am ODemetO TUTOR SS 
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half billion dollars; employment totals approximately 35,000. 

John Deere has 14 manufacturing plants, 2 chemical plants, and 18 major sales 

ae branches in the United States and Canada. The Company also has plants in Germany, 

< TAC eT MSSITLUL I UTC UCT TIPU. C2SI TCS Sl CS LL 

FA are strategically located throughout the free world. 

SMM ISN UNICO MIM USUI M Ie CeH CCM UIA MeO LETC (mee (calls 

POMOC eC 

Consider all these and the many other advantages of a position with John Deere. 
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Are you ready for a multi-million-dollar responsibility? 

If you are, there’s a place for you on the Aerospace _ to show it in the Air Force. Your work can put you and 
Team—the U. S. Air Force. your country ahead. 
No organization in the world gives young people a You can earn your commission at Air Force Officer 
greater opportunity to do vital, responsible work. Training School, a three-month course open to both 
For example, just a short while ago a 23-year-old Air men and women. To apply, you must be within 210 

Force lieutenant made a startling breakthrough in days of your degree. 
metallurgy. And a recent All-America tackle is doing ad- For more information, contact the Professor of 
vanced research in nuclear weapons. U S hi F Air Science. If your campus has no 
If you have talent, you’ll have a chance oWn r orce AFROTC, see your Air Force recruiter. 
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THESE GRADUATES THRIVE ON CREATIVE CHALLENGES...THEY'RE 
a 

eee Ff .. 
rae ee we |. Jw a . po 
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. MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING 
R. A. Busby R. P. Potter 

{ University of Michigan—BSME—1952 University of Illinois—BSME—1959 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
V. H. Simson 
lowa State University—BSEE—1948 

There's an exciting challe ge head fi 

Re over sixty years Cutler- | 

oD Hammer has been a key con- 

f " tributor in planning automatic |. 

C systems—now called automation. 

i vor To meet the pressing challenge of 

e . 4 rapidly expanding industrial auto- 

~& 7 mation, we have formed a number of | 

JS. automation project teams. These 

| fk. teams combine the technical and 

3s ! om manufacturing talents of versatile, | 

‘ seasoned specialists and young, crea- 

4 tive-minded engineering and business 

K. M. Nelson, Manager— administration graduates. 

Industrial Control Sales, discusses the functioning o, Their primary job: to make sure that 
? wae 

% * a customer’s automation investment 
Cutler-Hammer’s automation teams, and how pays an adequate return. 

creative graduates contribute to pioneering developments. How do they meet this challenge? 
By working with customer engineers 
and consultants to isolate cost prob- 
lems in manufacturing and ware- 
housing operations. Then, by apply- 
ing their individual disciplines and ‘ 
creative ingenuity to build common- 
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CONTROL ENGINEERING SALES ENGINEERING ANALYTICAL ACCOUNTING 
B. O. Rae J. B. Hewitt D. R. King 
University of Wisconsin—BSEE—1957 University of Colorado—BSME—1957 University of Wisconsin—BBA—1957 
pe 

= 00, on a Gutler-Hammer automation team 

sense automation proposals that can examples of our automation planning 
be justified economically. skill at work. 

t 2 Wri Automation teams work together in What are the advantages to the ao ‘ fai gaa h rite 
a modern 500,000 square foot plant young, creative-minded graduate? foddy 10 L's Bs pOOREMEs 
specifically designed to house every Short range, it’s an exceptional op- Cutler-Hammer, Milwaukee, 
activity involved in the evolution of | portunity for the man who responds Wisconsin for complete infor- 
a system ... in a creative climate _ to the challenge of finding new solu- mation. And, plan to meet 
that is conducive to imaginative oe Wo tones Sante eine on with our representative when 
planning and development. ems. Long range, being a key voi 

. . member of a Cutler-Hammer auto- he isits Your campus. 
This approach has paid off! Though mation team is an excellent way to 
industry has barely scratched thesur- get the diversified experience so 
face of the automation potential, our essential to steady career develop- CUTLER-HAMMER 
credentials already are quite impres- ment and future advancement. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
sive. Jobs such as the U.S. Post Office 
mail handling systems in 14 major 
cities; a pallet handling system for a 

mail-order firm; data accumulation WHAT'S NEW? ASK... 
systems for large steel producers; a unbersiaemcne nose CUTLER-HAMMER fos systems; bundle-handling systems for SN 
30 major newspaper mail rooms; and Cutler-Hammer Inc., Milwaukee, Wisconsin ¢ Divisions: AIL; Mullenbach; Thayer Scale © Subsidiaries: aren 

: ini-Bus., »: Cutler-Hammer International, C. A. Associates: Cutler-Hammer Canada. Ltd.; Cutler- CONTROL / a package-handling system for a yanme" rej culls 
prominent publisher are just a few 
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By Clifton Fonstad, Jr., EF'65 ua WS SSA 

tH 
HIS month we are proud to 

"T ssxrame that history's first 
Maze Master has been se- 

lected. Not only that, but the sec- . . . . 
6nd éne: will sd6n ‘be chésén and Substitute a + a = a= 2a If only one statement is true, who 

you have an excellent chance to be 1=2 is guilty? 
the third. If you know of a way to We didn’t divide by zero and If only one statement is false, 
spend five dollars youll want to thus everything is ok. ° who is guilty? 

check the “answers” section to get 3. Manipulating and playing with 6. This problem can be stated 
full details on our contest, awards, numbers can be fascinating, As an simply, but the solution may give 

and cash. elementary beginning, try this next you some trouble. The problem is 
Now, let's get started on the first problem: to select four weights of varying 

puzzle—the first turn in this Using five 2's and any opera- sizes that will allow you to weigh 

month’s Mental Maze. tional signs you want make seven. all integral amounts from one to 
l. The latest report from Tioga 2 2 ‘ 2 2 2-7 forty pounds on a scale balance. 

Tech this month is that the students ; Can you do it? 
have been studying so hard that We know two solutions. Can you 
there has been a rash of diseases. In find them? More? ANSWERS: ; 
one class of 100 people, 85 percent 4. Look at the drawing of the The February answers are: 
had colds, 79 percent had the flu, two non-slip gears below. ° 

and 63 percent had mono. Can you TB . 
figure out the least number in the 2. 3 boys, 4 girls 
class who must have all three? a 3. Use a lens and burn the 

2. Here's a relatively simple proof thread. 
that 2 = 1. Many such proofs make 4, There's no dirt in a hole. 
the error of dividing by zero. Here, 5. 13 karts . 

use is made of the fact that if YOU A This month’s collection of puzzles 
have two quantities multiplying the represents the third in our series . 

same thing on_ either side of an of “Mental Maze” contests. To win 
equality, the two quantities are five dollars and the coveted title of 
equal. Maze Master all you need do is be 
Fou EXsivue: If B remains stationary as A goes the first person to send the correct | 

3-X=3-4 pa it once ha many revolu- answers to Clifton Fonstad, Jr., % 

“aN tions does A make Wisconsin Engineer, 333 Mechan- 
implies X = 4. The forth step uses 5. Now, look at this logic puzzle. ical Engineering Building, U. of 
this theorm. Now for the proof: Four men, one known to have com- W., Madison, Wisconsin. 
Sayva=b mitted a crime, made the following Now we can't hold back any 

Multiply a? = ab statements to the police: longer. The first Maze Master is j 
Subtract a? — b? = ab — b? Archie: Dave did it. Mark M. Hanneman of 10 South 
Factor (a + b) (a ky = Dave: Tony did it. Orchard Street, Madison, Wiscon- 

b(a — b) Gus: I didn’t do it. sin 53715. Mark is a junior M.E. 
Theorma +b = b Tony: Dave lied. (with five dollars in his pocket). 
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Might as well scare off the ones who wouldn’t like it. ness against film emulsion defects. If he saw the need, sold his 
Some of the unscared will in a few years be referred to as boss on his approach, and has earned the approbation alike 
“they” when people say, “At Eastman Kodak, they can of the pretty psychologist who will be running the experi- 
afford to do it this way—” ment, the industrial physicians (who study what is humanly 

The reason we can afford to do things the best way is possible, feasible, and healthful muscularly and percep- 
that we are successful. The success can be attributed in part tually), the cold-eyed man from the comptroller’s office, the 
to a fear worth fearing: of failing to deliver the best possible Testing Division chief (who has dedicated his division to 
performance that the customer's hard-won dollar can buy. the descent of an asymptote), and the inspectors (who will 

Sheer devotion on the part of the work force, though find a month after switching to the new method that at 
beautiful to see, will not of itself deliver the goods. Some- home they are shouting at their kids less often)—then we 
body must first come up with a sensible answer to the know ways to make him glad he chose to learn the profes- 
question, “Exactly what is it you want me to do, mister?” sion of industrial engineering at the company which the 

Thus a young industrial engineer may find himself acting leaders of the profession often cite as its ideal home. 
as his own first subject in a study he has set up to find the Naturally, industrial engineers aren’t the only technical 
physical and psychological conditions that best favor alert- people we seek. Not by a long shot. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, 
Business and Technical Personnel Department, Rochester, N. Y. 14650 

An equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities: 

Rochester, N. Y., Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex.
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Define Your Career Objectives! 

@ An interview with W. Scott Hill, Manager—Engineering Recruiting, General Electric Co. 

a eee | offers a great deal more opportunity would you like to attain? What is the 

ys — for your talent than another. They all scope of opportunity of the firm 

L , SS - | need top creative engineering skill you'll select? Should you trade off 

3 oe. , and the ability to deal successfully starting salary against long-term 

oC - y with people. potential? These are things you must 
— &\ ae — decide for yourself. 

\ . 1 _ . Q. After I've evaluated my own abil- 

§ * Nee _ ities, how do | judge realistically Q. Can companies like General Elec- 

| i _ what | can do with them? tric assure me of a correct career 

| 7 A. |’'m sure you’re already getting choice? 

| A all the information you can on Ca- A. It costs industry a great deai of 
| Wi. decid ili | reer fields related to your discipline. money to hire a young engineer and | 

| Don't overlook your family, friends start him on a career path. So, very 

| and acquaintances, especially ie selfishly, we'll be doing everything 

| Q. Mr. Hill, when is the best time to cent graduates, as sources of informa: possible to be sure at the beginning 
Lee oh tion. Have you made full use of your hoice is right for you. But 

begin making decisions on my career | faculty and placement office for that the c 

objectives? «a? s . a bad mistake can cost you even 
| advice? Information is available in more in lost time and income. Gen- 
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